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There are some farmers in this vicinity
who atill pat their silage in without cutting. It is not convenient for some to
The Wife on the Farm.
Ι,ΒΚΚΤ l>. PARK,
secure cutting
machinery, and others
λ iewing the matter from a point of think they cannot afford this expense of
Licensed Auctioneer,
advantage, it is impractical for men edu- cutting. There appears to me to be a
MAINE,
SOITII PARIS,
cated and trained for a work they like marked difference in the quality of the
raie.
to take up another for which
r rus >io le
they have cut and the uncut silage, enough cernot the sligheet preparation.
No true tainly to warrant quite an additional exPARKER,
A
wife will insist upon the husband chang- pense for the cutting if necessary.
at Law,
I visited the barn of a good farmer reb,,smes8 υΓ profession
Vttorney* and Counsellors
MAINE.
η which he is
engaged, and which by cently who is feeding silage for the sec.1 MKORD KALLS,
I in
His silo is well built, his
nature and education he is fitted for, to ond season.
L-epartmeut.
A st.e- lai Collection
Ralph T. Parkti
«f fancy, and thus force corn was secured without frosting and
e D. Ulsbee,
ν,,
?mm mtow,'uue
business conditions in which has kept without the least indication of
he is apt to prove a failure. Sometimes mould; still there is a strong odor from
L Ul'CK.
women have selfish, peculiar ideas of it, sufficient to attract the attention of
Surgeon Dentist,
pleasure and by nagging and complain- any oue before entering the barn, even
MAINE.
was not being
MilΓΙΙ PARIS,
ing compel their husbands to sacrifice at a time when the silago
the farm, move to town and go into disturbed. I saw his cows fed upon
warrant»!.
.vork
beat
\li my
business
They ate it greedily, and I
What direful results often this silage.
follow,
if a woman, possessing good was told there was no waste, and that
Il P. JONES,
common sense, can marry a man, know- the cows responded well at the pail.
ing at the same time the business he Still, that strong and rather unpleasant
Dentist,
expects to follow, she will not only be odor hung to everything.
MAINE.
On my return I passed another barn,
true to him but also to his work
soRWAY,
Because many women in the city can in- where whole silage wae being fed, and
to 13—1 to 4.
( ifbce Hour»—»
I
smelted
it in passing. I said to the
dulge in expeusive habits and luxurious
M.D
it s the thoughtless wife on the boy: 4,We will notice when we reach
A.M
living,
WOODBURY,
IKVTIU
farm who sighs and grows discontented, home and see if any such smells reach
and thinks if she lived in the city she ue."
Physician and Surgeon,
We accordingly did so. I may say the
MAINE.
could do likewise. What a sad disM>l'TU PARIS,
awaits her. Does boy has been away to school for several
appointment
usually
street.
li
High
« ii?i. e an» residence,
life present a more handsome picture weeks and lias nut been handling any
than a woman true to her husbaud and silage during that time, and consequentΡ Κ smith.
his best interest, cheerfully presiding ly is an impartial judge.
Γ
When we reached home we noted conover lier home, ministering joy aud
Attorney at Law,
fort to the member* of her household, ditions at once, and both were Grmly of
MAINE.
\ORWAY,
the opinion that if we had uot known
Collections a Specialty and turning her mind and eye away from
there were silos in the barn we could not
II..rue RIock.
t u;» ν set*dus that are prune te» briog dis
have determined that there w* re by any
aster to her homo and family?
Κ URIC Κ A PARK.
smell. I am very sure this different conI
•
·
·
II
dition come from the cutting, and am
Attorneye at Law,
I lie wife on the farm sometimes be(irmly of the opinion that the liner the
MAINE.
comes nervous wheu it is announced
ItKTHEL,
cutting is done the better. It would be
1'atk
C.
aller,
that
a
will
arrive
from
the
city, interesting to note the difference beguest
\ 'llson S. derrick.
thinking that there is sueh a great con- tween silage from the shredder or blower,
the which has been thoroughly lined and
the
farm
home
and
trast
hetweeu
..UN S. HARLOW,
city home, and that the expected guest mixed iu the process, and that obtained
will miss some of the conveniences of from the ordinary cutter and elevator.
Attorney at Law,
her home. It is the plea-saut hostess The l'ines silage has been cut iu oneMAINE
DIXKIKLD,
who is true to her surroundings and is fourth inch length until this season. It
uot found trying to imitate others' mode was cut this year iu one-half inch lengths,
RIGHT A WHEELER,
of living. When city people visit thecoun· but is not so satisfactory as when cut
try home, what they want and whai liner. There are more leaves not fully
at Law,
Counsellors
and
Attorneys
they need is the genuiue country air, cut, and it is not so light in color. It
MAINE.
PARIS,
SOl'TH
the welcome that has the true country also appears to cool more quickly and
Wheeler.
Alton C.
ring, aud ε .t the affected city fashion's have more tendency to freeze. Where
James s>. Wright.
and customs where they were never in- cutting machinery can bo secured at
Social enjoyment does reasonable rates or where there is a pertended to be.
ΡΚΟΒΛΤΐ AuTICKJ».
the Eptat» β not depend, as many think, upon arti- manent farm power, silage can be cut in
Γ all arsons Interested In either of
ficial accessories. We speak of people cheaper than it can be packed in without
hereinafter named :
Probate Court, held at Paris. In aud as
At a
being blest wheu they have a beauti- cutting, more can be put in a given space
of
the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday
thousand ful home, lavishly furnished, their table and the feeding is easier and more even
•l ui, Id the vear of our Lord one
The following matter j provided with everything necessary for between different animals.
nine hundred and live
h vin* lieen presented for the a- tlon thereupon
dainty and fashionable serving;
The silo is to be one of the principal
<>Bl»KKfcU:
c relna iter Indicated. It Is herel.y
In- they have expensive clothing, horses, factors in
a notice thereof be given to all pe-son*
advancing New England agribe
to
order
terested, by causing a copy of this
carriages, servants, etc. These tbiugs culture aud every feature necessary for
the Οχ.
I
.•illshed three weeks successively In
them
we speak of as everything to make
South
perfect work should be kept constantly
f- rd iK-raocrat. a newspaper published a:
at a
happy. Aud manv people living
before the people.—B. Walker McKeen
Pari*. In said County, that they may appear
ou the
I
Part»,
cannot
at
in
small
be
held
or
farm
on
a
to
places
I'rot>ate Court
in Tribune Farmer.
9 ly
third Tuesday of February, A. l>. l!**5. at
understand that it is possible for them
ι·I the clock In th forenoon, and be heard there
I
social
The Horse Remembered.
life
from
to
enjoyment.
glean
on If they see cause.
There is nothing better as a promoter of I
"Friend, you're on my horse," said
ALDKN CHASE, late of Woodstock, deceased ;
in the country than the old- one
will sad petition for probat- the-eof presented sociability
gentleman to another as he reined
named.
fashioned visiting, when it was
his horse before the door.
by A.julla M < hase, theexecutor therein
ed proper to come early and bring your
"Your horse! Oh, no; why, I bought
KRANK M. COLE, late of Woodst >ck. de
thereof work. Women in the country should this horse two years ago!"
reaaad; will and petition for probate
to
of
tnd the appointment of Kuvene I'o e as adminit
a
matter
m.tkc
duty
"Vou did?" answered the otherMrator with the will annexed, presented by
A day set aside for "well, I loet
social relations.
my horee—it was
I· gene Cole, son ami heir.
to
will
serve
friends
their
entertaining
just two years ago."
'nils H. SHAW, late of Eryebtirg, deceased;
ambitious.
and
them
young
keep
This conversation took place under
e
'Hell and ρ tltlon for probate presented
w.
!.. George U. I'lummer, the executor therein
lady luncheons, the afternoon tea, and I the far-spreading oaks of an old-time
named.
the gentlemen suppers, may be
a
from
I plantation home, says clipping
I
Η Λ RI.ES R Β ISSEY, late of Wood tock, priate for certain places and times, but the New Orleans Picayune.
thereof
for
I
probate
ease»!; will and petition
A planter was surprised to see his ί
I the truest social life is round in inviting
vii'l the appointment of some sultsb c person as
the
husbaud
the entire family, the wife,
horse return home after two years, and
ilnlstrator with the will annexed presented
I and children. No matter how busy
ridden by a gentleman who evidently !
by i.eo. W. Richards, benetlclary.
such
his
wife
and
be,
l.inner
may
by
had bought the horse in good faith.
HKRi.KRT W. BOWIE, late of Oxford, desociability they will be mentally stimuAfter some conversation, the old own■-cased; tlnal account presented for allowance
balance re- lated and
distribute
to
We
all
for
order
rested.
«-tltlon
(
with much earnestness i
physically
er of the horse,
gaining In his hands presented by fred A. De· know that the "Joneses"' become cross, I
said :
Lano, administrator.
set when tbev
"Well, sir, if you will dismount and
I narrow and a prejudiced
»YR\H I» HAWKINS, late of Norway, de
eoatiaau to live year after vear. meeting I unsaddle the horse, and if he don't go
•ra-<··!, second account presented for allowance
table but the "Joneses." to the fence, take the bars down, walk
by Kugene t. Smith and Kred H. Cummlngs, no one at their
executors.
I It is not necessary to set elaborate to the well; and, if he don't find water'
tables, and iu making this effort many I in the bucket, let it down the well and
SAMI EI. PLUMMRR, l»te o' Sweden, <l«»· »«'. i; petition for or 1er to distribute balance
women exhaust their strength and are in then walk off to his old stable, I will I
by John K. no condition to meet their friends.
r· malnlng In his hands prerented
give up, the horse is not mine."
I'lummer, executor.
"At your word; the horse is yours if ι
spoils the visit for both the visiter and
JolIN U » <K>|), wsrd, of Andover; account the visitee, as it
the
guest
gives
does all that," cried the visitor, and,
he
A.
for
allowance
Olney
Burgess,
by
prwntcd
j
pression that the visit has caused a dis- leaping from the horse, unsaddled it.
guardian.
turbance.
What was bis astonishment when the
Ul iR'.K Ε HOLLAND, minor, of Hlrain;
the
exset
should
women
Practical
let
the
to
real
estate
went
horse
fence,
straight
;.ftltl«iu for license to sell and convev
■-··■ ted
by Johu K. Spring, guardian.
ample of simplicity in their hospitality, down the bars, crossed over, went to
is
derived
satisfaction
for
more
let the
no
the
water,
well,
SPACLDINO.lateofBuckfleld.deCV CSC
and, finding
i-c I, first account presenter! for allowance
by frequent gatherings than from a few- bucket down, and then, as though hej
trustee.
I
Betij. Spauldtng,
In summer time, had left home yesterday, walked to the
elaborate affairs.
ADDISON E. HERR1CK.
though we find the wife with no
old stable!
Judge of said Court.
and no end of work to do, yet there are I The animal remembered the trick,
A true copy—Attest
social
so mauy delightful
and the owner recovered his horse.—1
ALBERT D. PARK. Regi-tcr.
The berries, the spring chicken, the real I Maine Farmer.
I
bread
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'
home
sweet
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HOTICC.
butter and the fresh vegetables served in Reducing the Cost of Production.
he
that
nutlet;
Tin- subscriber hereby gives
bill of fare tit to I In a recent number of The Farmer
a neat manner, make a
ha» '<·<·n ituly appointed executor of the
You may not bel I read an address delivered at the La- !
set before a king.
la-t will and testament of
Μ Ν Λ M. KNIGHT, late of Paria.
stroni;. and you may have to work hard I conia, X. H., dairy meeting in which it
All perχ fori. deceased.
In the County of
but do not drop out of I was said, "any of the markets for milk
·ιι» having
Ionian.lu against the estate of said and economize,
The farm I are all right, and the real vital question ί
le-eaaed are desired to present the ume for the lives of your friends.
are
thereto
all
indebted
and
request«•clement.
wife that makes her home the center of I is, how can we reduce the cost of proc 1 to make navment immediately
a pleasant, unpretentious social life is I auction.
That if you would succeed
HUDSON KM G HT.
Jan. 17th, 19».
indeed a benefactor to
your first, last and greatest effort must
American Farmer.
be to lower the cost of production of
NOTICE.
milk.
But, strange enough, this inThe subscriber hereby glvea notice that he
structor did not toll nor give one hint ae
Don't (to West!
laat
of
the
ιexecutor
h
iieen duly appointed
about the desired result.
will mi·I testament of
The following editorial in the Rural how to bring
a dairyman of long standing
HANNAH M U LINKS. late of Canton.
Being
an important matter
Yorker
New
puts
In the County of Oxford, deceased, an I given
and of considerable experience, I can
iu a nut shell:
All pernons having
ii'U a.-« the law directs
and will tell you how to reduce the cost
demands against the estate of said deceased
There is a mistaken notion about the
for settleof milk.
are desired to present the same
of eastern farm lands. We often of production
ment, and all lmlebte< 1 thereto are requested to price
If you have to hire help, hire the
see the argument advanced that a man
make i«»vment Immediate!?
can find and see that they
HESKY E. COOI.IDGE.
Jan ITih, !*«».
who seeks a farm should go to the far cheapest you
If you have any good
West or South, because "land in the earn their wages.
valuable cows sell them and buy
East is worth S100 or more per acre." or
MTKE.
Own or patronize the
ones.
Λ little study will show any reasonable cheaper
The subscriber hereby (fives notice that he
If your 1
fact cheapest bull you can find.
ha* !«n duly appointed executor of the last man that this argument has little
t«
tends
grow weeds, briars or
will and testament of
The farms to which new- pasture
or value.
■
in more cows; put in one or
M' m)UY K. W ΛI. Κ Ε Κ, late of Denmark.
comers would naturally go do not bring bush, put
In the County'of «>xford, deceased, and given
will sell for two more anyway. Always go horse-'
l>oode as the law directe. All persons having $10 per acre—any of them
when driving your cows to or from
lemands again M the estate of said deceased are half that, and some can be bought for back
all the time you can
di-sl red to present Ike same for settlement, ami
cost of the buildings. Let pasture and save
the
than
less
make
all Indebted thereto are requested to
payDo not buy any salt for your cows,
a mao go as far west or south as he will
ment Immediately.
them in the barn to the time of
Jan 17th. 1*«.
D. EUGENE CHACUN.
be forced to in order to And land at the rodder
their leaving no oats in the manger
price of these eastern farmers, and he Tie them
in plank stanchions three feet
will be so far removed from markets that
NOTICE.
will lie warmer and re- i
vrill get most of his profits. apart and they
railroads
the
;
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
less bedding than when tied with
so far that he finds quire
Ins leen duly appointed executrix of the last Suppose a man go
Waste no time i
will and testament of
land at 125 per acre. He will be chains farther apart.
good
Milk !
or brushing your cows.
K1SG COL BATH, late of Porter.
at least 1000 or ΙΰΟΟ miles from a good carding
:
In the County of Oxford, deceased. and given
with a single rail- them quickly and depend on the strainI' ii ι» «< th« li« directs.
AH persons having market, and usually
e taking out any dirt or bacteria that
er
are
are
There
farm.
•teniands * gainst the estate of saM deceased
plenty
road from the
•leslred to pre«ent the same for settlement, ami of instance* where men have bought may possibly fall in your milk pail.
a I indebted thereto are requested to make payThis line of management will reduo·
at about the same price,
farms
eastern
ment Immediately.
the cost of milk to about the lowest
Jan 17th, 1» 5
EMM A E. B1CKFORD.
which were less than 50 miles from the
Still after forty years of exbest markets, with dozens of smaller figure.
The perience in dairying, I do not heartily
towns within easy riding distance.
legislative Police.
recommend it. I give it because it I1
The Committee on Inland fisheries and Game fact is. that to-day the best bargains in
will give a public hearing In lu room at the farm lands are to be found east of the seenw to be called for.—Cor. in New
state lluu*··, In Augu-ta, Thursday, Eeb. ». at
in New York, Pennsylvania England Farmer.
i V M. «to au art to am od section 11 of chapter Alleghenies,
This is not because
•ti of the Revised Statutes relating to close time and New Kngland.
One striking effect of the rural free
on beaver.
the soil of these farms is richer than
is the facility it affords for getC. C- KINSMAN, -Secretary.
delivery
western
many
though
states,
those in the
information and the conseting
speedy
ami
worked,
easily
of them are strong
educational results among the
Legislative Notice.
located.
quent
well
are
because
but
they
people. Being able to have them deThe Committee on Legd Affair* wlil glre a Where is it
possible to find better trans- livered
In
while freah, thousands of farmers
public hearing In Its room at th- -tale House On
are found in
th:tu
facilities
Ν», β».
portation
Λuicusta, Tuesday, Feb 7. 1!*β.
aro now taking daily papers which are
New York and New England? Kail roads
l> tltloo of l*anvll e I., 'can and eighteen others
doors every morning
for aw t<i enable plantations to furnish jarora network the country, and rivers, lake· delivered at their
In this way they keep
and evening.
the Munc as town*
and canals afford water transportation.
events of the
on
current
well (Misted
In this section, too, are to be found
in polithe world and know what is doing
Legislat ve Notice
millions of people who demand
and business. It is a common thing
The Couimlue·' on Ways and Bridges will give choicer and more delicate products of tics
a Public hearing In Its room. No. 3. State House,
to find the best magazines and periodsod. What is more, they are willing
and their sons
AngC'ta. Wednesday, February 1, 1WÔ at 2 the
Thus, farm- icals in farmers' parlors
oVIo k In the aft'râoon on pet U<>n of Κ. V. and able to pay for them.
talk intelligently on nil
Coburn and M otriers In favor of an appropria- ers in this section have a wider range of and daughters
interest. Farm pation for the Improvement of the Carry Road In
to a higher subjects of general
crops, and are able to cater
Oxford County.
too, of the best class, are widely
! class of trade if they will. The markets pers,
distributed and our rural population is in
aud transportation facilities give farmbehind those in the cities in
are found no respect
Legislative Police.
ers greater opportunities than
constitutes a wide-awake, well! iu any other section. The time nas all that and
Kc-asalgniuentprogressive citizenship.
eastern informed
come to proclaim the value of
Th; committee on Legal AHaiis farm lands. For years there has been a
farmer commentA
I
bright,
intelligent
w ill
give a Public hear»· g in its fom heavy drain from them, both in money ing on the position taken by the Farmer
was
writer
up
brought
at the State House in Au -usta, and men. The
on the
sheep and dog question says,
No. on a farm where every dollar that could "I know by sad experience, for I had
31, 19^5.
was sent
soil
the
of
out
be squeezed
sixteen out of a flock of one hundred
s6. On an act in relation to the west
for investment. Development of killed by the dogs and when I went out
South Paris Village
the West would have been impossible and found them devouring ray sheep
farm money, and and shot three of the cuts I made more
an I to establish a
intern of muni- without this eastern who
followed it. trouble for
the boys and girl·
myself than the entire flock
cipal lighting.
The drift to the West has now stopped, was worth. Though years have passed
has
and there are signs that the stream
the enmity caused by that act in probegun to flow back again.
tecting mj own property has never
died out. The only way to treat this
I-ad y or gentleman of fair education to travel
for a Arm of ftiao.uoo capital.
Salary $1.073 per i
Only a fraction more than one turkey question is that mapped out by the
is said to be the average of Farmer, require the owners of doge to
year ami expenses, paid weekly. Add re··
;1 to a farm
the country as a whole. Maine doe· restrain them on their own property
M. PKRCI VAL, South Paris. Me
not furnish even that email quota to Let us hare the legislatioa indicated by
ber
Many towns are to be tho Farmer and the sheep will multiply
wiU
farmers
found without a single flock.—Maine
prosper."-Maine
Farmer.
#
piping done

to order.
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"W ell. what linve we to uo witn ins
lore affairs?" laughed tlie first trooper.
"Hide on. good father, and keep tryst."
i-u.e on!" the others called out
··. «
The monk bowed. An interruption
which had promised to defeat his de-

[C0MX5UWÎ.]
A moment lie remained, tnen, resoturning to the door through
w hicli Kite Lad disappeared, opened it
and found himself in a combined sleeping room and stable, a dark apartment
with tloor of hardened earth and a single window open to wind and weather.
On a couch under the window slumbered and snored the false Franciscan
monk. By his side was a tankard half
tilled with stale sack, and iu his hand
he clutched a gold piece as though ht
had had an Intimation it would be
safer there than elsewhere on hie per
son during the pot valiant sleep he had
deliberately courted. His hood had
fallen back, displaying a bullet head
red cheeks and purple nose, while the
wooden beads of this sottish counter
feit of a friar trailed from his girdh
on tiie ground. From a stall in a fat
corner a large, bony looking nag turned
its head reproachfully, as if mentally
protesting against such foul quartern
aud the poor company they offered.
"Why, here's a holy man worn out
by many paternosters," commented tht
duke's fool, standing on the threshold
and then gazed from the gold piece in
the man's hand to the woman. "I neec
not ask where you got the eilver, Nanette. 'Tie a chain of evidence leading
—where?"
The gypsy replied only with dark
looks, regarding his intrusion iu this

lutely

phrases.

coutinuel
I
I
Thel

thr.t which you were to do?"
The friar nodded his assent. "The
fool will trouble the duke no more," he
answered.
"Ah, he Is"— began the soldier.
"Even so. And now pray let me

meaningless

commented the Jester, "hU
as false as his cloak. Wak·
up. sirrah! Would you approach heaven's gate with a feigned prayer on
your lips and a toss pot in your hand?"

"Why,"

learning is

"Well, this spoils our sport for ta
light, knaves," he went on, turning to
:he other troopers, "for we must e'en
»seort the Jester back to the castle."
"Beshrew him!" they answered of
"A plague upon him!"
me accord.
And slowly the fool and the soldier»
)egan to retrace their way across thf
cue. ι..<-· ΐι.Μ;·υΓ with the red
lit,.,
nust:>c!.es grumbling as they went:
•Such luck to turn back now, with all
hose uKidcaps right under our nose!
y.

thel
I
I

V curse to a dry march over a dusty
An unsauctllied dog of a
neadow!
'Tie like u campaign with
nonk!
muglit but ditch water to drink. The
l'juce take the friar and the Jester!
Forward, *.\»e fool In the center and
hose he would have fooled around

Thisl

I

fro'ml

··

help)

possibilities.!

—

I

humanity.—Thel
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people.

and^

"Are you Nanette f"
I
"Christe tuurn—I absolve you!
absolve you!" muttered the friar. "Go
your way in peace!"
"Hear me, thou fumped up monk!
Do you want another piece of gold?"
"(J old!" «"Hva ted the other tipslly.
"What—'wûht for? To—to help some
fool to paradise -or purgatory? 'Tiaif or
the church 1 beg. good people. The
holy church—church, 1 say!'
Winking and blinking, seeing notbIng before him, he held out a treinblinj; hand. "The piece of gold! Give
it to me!" he mumbled.
"Yes; in exchange for your cloak,
answered the Jester.
"Mv cloak, thou horse leech! Sell my
skin for—piece of gold! Want my
And the dissemblci
rolled over extending his arms. Thf
grasped the garment by the

clo ik*'

Take it!"

jester

sleeves and with some difficulty whipped it from him.
"Now hand me-the money and—eov
er me with rags that-I may sleep,"
eontinued the beer bibber. "So"—as he
grasped the money the fool gave him
and stretched himself luxuriously be
neath a noisome litter of castoff
clothes and rubbish—"I languish lu ecstasies! The angels-are singing around

1
me."
With growing surprise and ill humor
had the woman observed this novel
proceeding, and now, when the Jester
had himself donned the false friars

gown, she said grudgingly:
"You did not give him one of the five

pieces?"

still five left.
she
"A bit of gold for a cloak!
grumbled. "It is overmuch. But there"
-unfastening a door that looked out
the money
upon the Ûeld-"glve me

"No; there

are

and be gone."
He grasped the bridle of the horse,
handed her the promised reward and,
drawing the hood of the monk s garment over his bead, led the nag out
Into the open air. The door closed
behind him, and he heard the

aulckly

wooden bolt as It shot Into place.
Above the dark outlines of the forest
the moon, full orbed, now shone in the
sky with a myriad uttendant stars, its
silver beams flooding the open spaces
soft,
detail,
every
and
revealing
dreamy, yet distinct. A languorous, redolent air Just stirred the waving gralu.
on which rested a glossy shimmer.
As the fool was about to spring upon

the horse

a

shadow suddenly appeared

around the corner of the house, and
the animal danced aside in affright.
Before the jester could quiet and mount
the nag Hie shadow resolved itself into
a man. and behind him came a numerous baud, the play of light on helmet, sword and dagger revealing them
as a party of troopers. Doubtless. Inning indulged freely, they had become
Inclined to new adventures, and accordingly had bent their footsteps toward the "little house on the verge of

the wood." where merry company was
always to be found. At the sight of
the duke's fool and tlie horse they
pressed forward and. with oue accord.
surrounded hliu.
"The Franciscan monk!" cried one.
"Where Is he roing so late with the

nag?" asked another.

"lie's ofT to confess some one," exclaimed a third.
"A petticoat, most likely, the rogue.
rejoined the second epeaker.

"\V!:on our victorious monarch took

possession of this ancient pile," ex·
plained the willing courtier, "the only
ones left in it were an old gamekeeper
and his daughter, a gypsy-like maid

w'io ran wild in the woods. Time bath
tnn:»'d her somewhat, but there she
Stands."
"And what sad memories of a noble
unfortunate gentleman cluster
but
around her!" muttered the chancellor.
"Alas for our brief hour of triumph
and favor! Yesterday was he great; I,
nothing. Today what am I, while he
—Is nothing."
A great murmur, resolving itself Into
shouts aud resounding outer}·, interrupted the noble's reminiscent mood
h richly chased
.i.u c
»..· :«·(
as
-.tinted on α massive horse,
mill.·»·.

him to the king?"
"Because of my foolhardlness in tacitly accepting at first this freebooter
as my master."
Caillette shot a keen glance at the
Ills eyes said:
other and smiled.
Was It not rather
"Foolhardlness!
Had not the
some other emotion?
princess leaned more than graciously
toward her betrothed aud"—
"I thought him but some flimsy ad-

venturer," went on the duke's fool
hastily, "and told myself I would see
the play played out, holding the key to

"Bon

It was the name assumed by the
free baron for the day, while other
knights were known for the time being by such euphonious and chivalrous
appellations as Vaillant Desyr, Bon
Fspoir or Coeur Loyal. Hon Vouloir
upon this popular demonstration reined liis steed and, removing his head
covering, bowed reverently to the kinn
and his suit, deeply to the lady of the
tournament and her retinue and carelessly to the vociferous multitude, ufter which he retired to a large tent of
crimson and gold set apart for his con-

the situation and"—
"You underestimated him?"
"Exactly. His plans were cunnlnr'V
laid, and now—who am I that the
king should listen to me? At best. If
I denounce him. they would probably
consider it a bit of pleasantry or—mad-

pass."
"Yes, let him pass!" urged one of the
ness."
soldiers. "Would you keep some long"Yes." reluctantly assented Caillette,
ing trollop waiting?"
Triboulet's words, "a fool In love with
The leader of the troopers did not
the princess!" recurring to him, "It
answer; his glance was bent upon the
would be undoubtedly even as you
ground. "Yes, you may go," he comsay."
mented. "when"— and suddenly thrusi
The
duke's
Jester looked down
forth an arm and pulled back the en- venience and pleasure.
bad only half exmonarch thoughtfully.
box
the
He
the
From
purple
shrouding cloak.
the pressed to the French plaisant the
"The duke's fool!" he cried. "CIosï had nodded graciously, and from
silver bower the lady had smiled soft- doubts which hud ussuiled him since
In, rogues! Let him not escape!"
the duke had no reason for his interview with Louis of Ilochfels
Fiercely the fool's hand sought his ly. so that
of the Who could read the minds of monbreast: then, swiftly realizing that it dissatisfaction. The attitude
an un- arclis.
the motives actuating them:
needed but a pretext to bring about the crowd was of small moment,
the potent Should he be able to vonvlnce Francis
end desired by the pretender in the musical accompaniment to
tbe deception practiced upon him,
castle, with an effort he restrained pantomime, of which the principal lig- of
of was il altogether unlikely thai tî:e king
bimself and confronted his assailants, ures were Francis, the King Arthur
Europe, and the princess, queen of might not lie brought to condone the
outwardly calm.
"
offense for the sake of an alliance with
'Tis a poor Jest which fails," ho beauty's unbounded realm.
In front of the duke's pavilion was this Louis of I'falz-Urfeld and the othsaid easily.
his shield, and by its side stood er unconquerable free barons of the
"Jest!" grimly returned he of the hung
his squire, fancifully dressed in rich Austriuu border agaiust Charles himIt
u
"Call
mustaches.
Jest,
red
you
self?
Once on the colors.
this monk's disguise?
Tbe voice of Caillette broke in upon
Near the duke's pavilion, to the right,
liorse. It would have been no Jest, and
bis thoughts.
a commodious tent of
I'll warrant you would soon have lefl had been pitched
of the same
"You will not, then, attempt to deYes. and but yellow material, with roi>es
the castle far behind.
and a fool's cap crowning the nounce him?"
for the cloven foot the jest, as you call color
"Alone—out of
Tbe fool hesitated.
in place of the customary banner.
t, would have succeeded too. Had 11 pole
entrance were suspended the favor with the king, I like not to risk
not been." he added, "for the pointed Over the
wand and 11 staff, from tbe outcome—but—if I may depend
diken shoe peeping out from beneath Jester's gilded
Here upon you"—
a blown bladder.
which
hung
inof
a
[he holy robe,
vanity
covering
the court jesters whom
"Did ever friend refuse such a call?"
dead of holy nakedness, you would were quartered
Francis had commanded to be fittingly exclaimed Caillette promptly. A quick
lertnlnly have deceived me and"—with
attired for the lists and to take part in glance of gratitude flashed from the
ι brusque laugh-"slipped away from
other's eyes.
the general combat.
rour master, the duke."
"mere is one naw m me tree uaron «
At the entrance of the pavilion stood
"The duke?" said the Jester as, cast·
who had watched the passing position." resumed the duke's fool more
Caillette,
he
from
cloak
useless
him,
now
the
ng
of Bon Vouloir and now was gazing confidently. "A fatal one 'twill prove
leliberately scrutinized the rogue.
sea
of faces from If It is possible to carry out my plans.
a
"The duke." returned the man stolid· upward Into

stolen'

theim-l

girl"

..

appro-1

j

lends tu carry off the true lord's bride.
Indeed, in private be bas acknowledged
it all tu uie. and. failing to corrupt me
to liis service, last night set au assuselu to kili ine."
His listener, with folded arma and
attentive mien, kept bis eyes fixed
steadily upon tbe narrator as If be
doubted tbe evidence of bia senses
Without, tbe marshals bad taken their
places In the lists, and another sten
torian dissonance greeted these officers
of the field from tbe good humored
gathering, which, basking in tbe anticipation of the feast they knew would
follow tbe pageantry, clapped their
bauds and fiung up their caps at tbe
least provocation for rejoicing. Upou
tbe two jesters this scene of jubilation
was lost. Caillette merely bending closer to the other, with:
"But why have you not denounced

..

inner sanctuary as a fresh provocation
for her Just displeasure. Crossing to
the couch, he shook the monk vigorously, but the latter only held his piece of
money tighter, like a miser whose
treasure is threatened, and snored the
louder.
Again the fool essayed to
wakeu him, and this time he opened
hi« eyes, felt for his beads and commenced to mutter a prayer In Latin

words strung together in

"A beggar's brat Francis found hert
when be took the castle," replied tht
"You
beribboned spark addressed.
know the story V"
"Yes." said the white haired diplomat half sadly. "This castle once belonged to the grent constable of Du·
When he fell from favor the
brois.
king besieged him. The constable fled
That much, of
anil died ill Spain.
eoir.re, I and the world know. But the

signs seemed drawing to a harmless
conclnslon. Ills hopes ran high; the
soldiers had not yet penetrated beneath tlie costume; he had already determinevl to leap upon' the horse In a
rush for freedom when a heavy, detaining hand was laid on his shoulder.
"One moment, knave!" said a deep
voice, and, wheeling sharply, the fool
looked Into the keen, ferret eyes of the crosses ,;.e arena.
"ISsu Vouloir!" they cried.
trooper with the red mustaches. "I
h:ive a question to ask. Have you done Vouloir!"

consider-1
I
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Ι lim!"
And when they disappeared in the
ilstance the gypsy woman might have
jecu seen leaving the house by the
itable door and leading in the ho'*se.

CHAPTER XI.

JTWEEN

Caillette nnd the
duke's jester had arisen one
of those friendships which
spring more from similitude
ι hun uulikeness, an amity of which
Mich liad been unconscious in its inhad gradually
< ception,
hut which
I rrown into a sentiment of comradeCaillette was of nohle mien,
ι ihip.
1 graceful manner and elegant address,

Β

ι

soldier'by preference,

a

jester against

lis will, forced to the oitice by the no! )leman who had cared for and educut
< si
liiiu.· In the duke's fool lie had
lound his otlier self, a man who, like
limself, lent dignity to the gentle art

>f jesting.
Moreover. Caillette experienced a eu
] >erior sadness, sifted through years of
j nfcstlvity and gloom, beginning when
Diane was led to the altar by till
, ;rand seneschal of Normandy, that
Jirew an actual, albeit cynical, inter
;st about the love tragedy of the duke'»
'ool which the other divined and, from
lis own past heart throbs, understood.
L'lie plaisant to the princess' betrothed.
I'uillette would have sworn, was of
His face, manner and
ι rentle birth.
tearing proclaimed it. He was also a
icholar and a poet. His courage, which
Caillette divined, fitted him for the
ligher office of arms. Certainly he be.•unie an Interesting companion, and
:he French Jester sought his company
>n every occasion. And this fellowship
>r intimacy which he courted was des
tlned to scud Caillette forth on a
itrange and adventuresome mission.
The day following the return of the
luke's fool, to the castkv Francis, who
iarly in his reign hud sought to model
ils life after the chivalrous romances,
naugurated a splendid and pompous
tournament.
The kliig rode from the castle undei
ι pavilion of cloth of gold and purple
relvet. with tlie letters F and It boldly
>utlined, followed by ladies and courtAmid the
ers, pages and uttenduuts.
diouts und iiuzzus of tlie people the
nonarcb nnd his retinue took tlieii
places in the center of the stund. the
royal box bung with ornute brocades

whence came

a

hum of voices like the

He thinks the emperor is in Austria,
and his followers guard the road
through the mountains. lie tells himself not only are the emperor and the
Duke of Friedwald too far distant tJ
hear of the pretender and interfere
with the nuptials, but that he obviate»
even the contingency of their learning
of that matter at all by controlling the
way through which the messengers
Thus rests he in double semust go.
curity—but an imaginary one."
"What mean you?" asked Caillette
attentively, from hi» manner giving
fuller credence to the extraordinary
news he had Just learned.
"That Charles, the emperor, is not in

buzzing of unnumbered bees.
"Certes," be commented, "the king
makes

much

of

this

unmannered,

lumpish, beer drinking noble who is
going to wed the princess."
"Caillette," said the low voice of the
duke's Jester at his elbow, "would you
see a woman

undone?"

ami," lightly answered
the French fool, "who is the woman?"
"The Princess Louise!"
Caillette glanced from the place
where he stood to the center of the
stand and the white bower, inclining
from which was a woman, haughty,
fair, beautiful, one whose face attracted the attention of the multitude and
who seemed not unhappy in being thus
scrutinized and admired. Shaking his
bead slowly, the court poet dropped his
eyes and studied the sand at his feet.
"She looks not wronged." he said
dryly. "She appears to enjoy her tri"Why,

mou

Austria, but in Aragon, at Saragossa.
where he can be reached in time to
prevent the marriage. Just before my
leaving, the emperor, to my certain

knowledge, secretly departed

of tlie general background, ο
jompous pageantry of colors, vlie decoration of. this dainty nook shone in ellA garland of dowers
rery contrast.
(vas the only crown the lady wore.
behind her, motionless us α stutue
(vlth face that looked paler and lips
the redder and hair the blacker, stood
If the casual
the maid Jacqueline.
;lunce saw first the blond head, tlx
creamy arms and sunny blue eyes ol
Lhe princess, it woe apt to linger wltL
nl most a start of wonder upon tlx

jrllliancy

striking figure of the jestress, u nocturnal touch In a pearly picture.
"On my word, there's u. decorative
creature for uny lord to buve in his

Spain

of
in the affairs of Europe, though he
works ever silently and unobtrusively.
Is he not always beforehand with your
king? When Francis was preparing
the gorgeous Field of the Cloth of < iold

umphs."

"And yet, Caillette, 'tis all u farce,"
answered the duke's Jester.
"So buve I—thought—on other occasions."
And again his gaze flew upward, not,
however, to the lady whom Francis had
gallantly chosen for queen of beauty,
but, despite his alleged cyuicism, to a
corner of the king's own box, where
sat she who had once been a leughing
maid by his side and with whom lie
had played that diverting pastoral call
It was only an Ined "First Love."

for his English brother, did not Charles
quietly leave for the little isle and
there, without beat of drum,arrange Id»
own affairs before Henry was even
seen by your pleasure loving monarch?
Yes; to the impostor and to Francis.
Charles is in Austria; to us—for now
you share my secret—Is he In Spain,
where by swift riding lie may be found

stant's return Into the farcical but Joy
ous past, auil a moment later he was
sharply recalled into the arid present
by the words of his companion.

and yet interdict in this matter."
"Then why haven't you ere this fled
to the emperor with t^p news?"
"Last night I had determined to get
away, when first I was assaulted by
an assassin of the impostor and next
detained by his troop and brought back
to the castle. I had even left on foot,
trusting to excite less suspicion, and
hoping to find a horse on the way. but
Sir
fortune was with the pretender.
here am I, closely watched and wait

lug," he added grimly.

The indifference faded from Calllette's face and almost a boyish enthusiasm shone In his eyes.
"Mou ami. I'll do It!" he exclaimed
lightly. "I'll ride to the emperor foi

you."

j

ind trimmings.
In an inclosnre of white next to tliut
jf the king were seated tlie lady of tlie
tournament, the Princess Louise, and
lier maids of honor, arrayed" ull In
?nowy garb, and against the garish

tor

pertaining to the governing
Aragon. Charles plays a deep game
matters

on

Silently the jester of the duke wrun«
his hand. "I've long sighed for an ad
venture," laughed Caillette, "and lien1
is the opportunity. Caillette, a knight
But," his face faliiug, "the
errant!

a more thankless task even than approaching the
king. But, look you, there'· another
channel to the princess' mind, yonder
black browed maid, our ally In inotley
—when she chooses to wear It—Jacqueline."
"She likes me not." returned the fool.
"Would she believe me lu such an Important matter?"
"I'm afraid not," tranquilly replied
Caillette, "in view of the Improbability
of your tale and the undoubted credentials held by this pretender. For my
part, to look at the fellow was almos:
enough. But to the ladies his hrutality
lignlfleth strength and power and his
uncouthness originality and genius.
We are fools, you and I. and love, my
friend. Is but broad farce at the host."
Even as he spoke thus, however, from
the lists came the voices of the well in
etrnoted heralds, secretaries of the occasion. who had delved deeply into the

ally. "Truly it would be

practices of the merry and ancien*
pas'ime: "Love of ladies! For yon ai

glory!

Chivalry

will I wish you godspeed
"Never
now," sa hi the duke's fool.
was a Htaueher heart than thine, ('ail
"Then

lette, or a truer friend."
"One word," returned the other, not
without a trace of feeling which even
"Beware
his cynicism could not hide.
of the false duke in the arena! It will

be his opportunity to"—
"I understand," answered the duke's
fool, again warmly pressing Caillette's
hand, "but with the knowledge you are
fleeing to Spain I have no fear for tinfuture. If we meet not after today"—
"Why, life's but a span, and our
friendship has been short, but sweet,"

added the other.
Now without sounded a flourish of
trumpets, and every glance was expectantly down turned from the crowded stand, as with a clatter of hoofs and
waving of plumes France's young chivalry dashed Into the lists, divided into

parties, took their respective
places iind. at a signal from the musicians, started Impetuously against
two

one

another.

Zouch."

Κ vent followed event, and those
ladies who at first had professed
their nerves were weaker than their
f >remothera' now watched the arena
with sparkling eyes, no longer turning
con
away at the thrilling moment of
tact. Taking their cue from the king,
they were lavish in praise and genet
ous in approval, and at an unusual ex
ldbition of skill the stand grew bri <lit

court

with waving scarfs and liaudkeivhiefs.
Simultaneous with such an animated
demonstration fr»m the galleries would
come a roar of approval fr.mi the peasliest they
antry below, crowded where
could fliitl places, bespeaking for their
likewise an increasing lust for

part

the stirring pastime.
In truth the only dissatitled onlookers were the quick fingered similers
and rovers who. packed as close as
dried dates in a basket b.v the irre
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than a madmau."
then, 'twill be a rare adventure," commented the other, "'wandering in the country—the beautiful couu
try, where 1 was reared—away from
the madness of courts. Already I hear
as more

"Why,

of Pfalz-Urfeld, the eo called free baron
of Hochfels. His castle commands th*
road between tbe true duke and Francis' domaine. He made himself master of ail the correspondence, conceived
the plan to come here himself, and in-

the wanton bree7.es sighing in Sapphic
softness and the forests' elegiac murmur. Tell me, how shall I ride?"
"As a knight to the border, tlieucc
onward as a minstrel. In Spain there's
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""fis fortunate I learned some Span
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"I am of your mind, but things will

happen—sometimes. And why do you
not speak to the princess herself—to

her"—
"Speak to her!" repeated the duke's
Jester, a shadow ou his brow. "When
he has appealed to her, perhaps—
when"— He broke off abruptly. His
tone wns proud, in his eyes a look
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which Caillette afterward understood.
As it was, the latter nodded his head
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wisely.
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"Ho, ho! Look ut Trllxmut!
"Look! The jesters are going to tljit.
They have arranged them in two par·

ties. Half (it' tlieiii g<; νit!i t! e dtskc
and his knights. the other ha if with
his lordship's opponents."
"Hut the duke's fool by chance is set
against his master," she mumbled sig-

uificnntly.

"Call you it cham-e?" lie sain m a
low voice, and Nanette nudged him
angrily in the side with her elbow so
would
that lie cried out. and ntte iSio
have been called to them but Tor a
ripple <»f laughter which started m
the edge of the crowd and was taken

up by the serried ranks.
"Ho, ho! Look at Trlboulet!" shout·
"Ah. titer
td the delighted populace.
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CHAPTER XII.
X that first "Joyous and gentle
passage of arms," whereto
the weapons were those "of
eourtesy," their points covered with small disks, several knights
broke their lances fairly, two horsemen of the side wearing red plumes
became unseated, and their opponents,
designated as the "white plumes,"
swept on intact.
"Well «lone." commented the king
from his ΙιίκΙι tribunal as the squires
and attendants began to clear the lists,
assisting the fallen belligerents to their
"We shall have another such
tents.
memorable field as that of Ashby-de-Ia-

infancy

"Don Vouloir!

iu

;

sprightlier sport amid the ponderous
I
pastime of the knights. Ilere am
hound to shine on horseback, willy
ullly. Yet this matter of yours Is pressing. Stay! I have it. I can e'en fiill
from my horse, by a ruse, retire from
the field and fly southward."

emperor will look ou me as a madman."
"Nay." replied the duke's plaisant,
"here is a letter. When lie reads It he
will at least thiuit the affair worth
He knows me and
consideration.
means
trusts my fidelity and will be assured
mutserious
a
such
on
not
I would
jest
proper
Helleve me, he will receive you
ter.

"Tbe man the 1'rlucess Louise is going to marry Is no more Itobert, the
duke of Frletlwald, than you are!" exclaimed the foreign fool. "He ia Louis

1<ικ

a ι·γ >
Look down, fair e.» cs;
which was answered with man.,· ;·.· cwf silver from the galleries above and
which the gorgeously dressed ·».!ΐι·ΐ;
readily unlient to gather. Amj:;g the
fair luinds which rewurdeti this per
functor}' apostrophe to the tender pa>
Kiou none was more lavish in offerings
ΙΙιιιη those matrons and maids in the
vicinity ot' the king. A satirical suiiie
again marred Caillette's face. lint lie
kepi his rellectlons to himseil', reverting to the business of the moment.
"I should be oft' at once!" he cried.
"But what can we do? The king hatli
commanded all the jesters (o appear in
the tournainent today, properly armed
and armored, the better to make

(jo oil!" exclaimed
"Will
angry dwarf
has
you be bulky now, when Triboulet
Miserable
glory wiUiin his graspV
beast!
I'nhappy fate! When bright
Triboueyes are watching the great
let!"
If not destined to score success with
Ills lance, the dwarf al le.i.*t had won
situation
a victory through his conical
and ready wit. l'air lad es fi>rgot his
ugliness, the pages his ill Ii'iii. ir. tiie
the
courtiers his vindictive slyness,
monarch the disappointment of his » a 11all
ure to worst the duke's fool, and
"(ίο

the

Fate!

on.

apparently

the ludicrous figure, shoutwith
ing. waving his arms, struggling
Inexorable destiny. Finally, in despair,
his hands fell to his side.
"Oh, resistless necessity!" lie cried.
But in his heart he said: "It is well. 1
lier»
uni as safe as on a wooden horse.
Let others have their heads
I stand.

applauded

or their bodies broken. Triboulet,
like the gods, views the carnage from
afar."
While tills bit of unexpected comedy
riveted the attention of the spectator·
the duke and his followers had slowlj
ridden to their side of the inclosure.

■pllt

ο
Here hovered the squires, adjusting
to u strap
stirrup, giving a last turn
liehind
or testing a bridle or girth.
etood the heralds, trumpeters and purollice
suivants In their bright garb of
the duk«
At his own solicitation had
in th«
been assigned an active part

day's entertainment.
(TU

BK

CONTINUED,J

\<».-ιΙΓ« Ark.

2ÛI8, that
It was υ» Nov. m, B.
No;111 mul the animals came out of the
nrk. according to Arcliliisliop I'ssher's
chronology. Several experts have calculated that they had enjoyed ample
gceonunodation In the ark. Sir Walter
Ilalelgh computed that there were
?ighty-nine distinct species of beasts
to be provided for. "or, lest any should
[>e omitted, a huiulred several kinds."
He allowed that one elephant would
want as much space as four beevciund
jne lion as two wolves, and found that
there was room for 01, or. say, 120
beeves. Sit sheep and «î4 wolves, which
sutllced. One story or room would hold
these, another their meat, a third the
birds and their food, and still there was
space for Noah and his family.
lion

Fulfil rite* Form.

A fulgurite Is formed by

a

bolt of

lightning. Λ geologist g lies th;> explanation: "When a bolt of lightning
strikes a bed of sand It plunges down-

a distance less
greater, transforming simultaneously into glass the silica in the material through which it passes. Thus by
Its great heat it forms at once a glass
Now
tube of precisely its own size.
and then such a tube is found and dug
up. Fulgurlt'.n bave been followed Into the sand by excavations for nearly
thirty feet. They vary in Interior diameter from the size of a quill to ihree
inches or more, according to the bore
of the Hash."

ward Into the sand for

or

The VnalnrM of Trxaa.

This will help you to tigure out Just
If you
how large Texas really Is.
have a staj- mathematician in your
family tell him the number of sipnre
miles there are in the big state, then
tell him the population of thv ghl»e;
then ask him if all the pe »ple in the
world were placed in Texas au 1 its
soil divided out among them per capita how large would the man's farm be
who had a wife and two children?

When he gets through figuring, theu
whisper in his ear. "More than half an
acre."—Texarkana (Tex.) Courier.
Mlntakra.
When you make a mistake, don't look
back at It long. Take the reason of the
thing into your own mind and tl.en
of
look forward. Mistakes are lessons
wisdoiu. The past cannot be changed.
The future is yet in your

White.

power.—Hugh

THE OXFORD BEAKS.

.ESTABLISH Κ!- 1ΑΪ.

The

®sford

JPcmocvat,

rnt OOINQS OF THE WEEK IN AL
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY

ISSUED TUESDAYS.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, JAN. 31, ΙβΟδ.

A

ATWOOD

Kdttora «ad

FORBES,

Proprietors.

(j KO HO Κ M. ATWOOL·.

Λ. E. FoKBKS

Parts Hill.
Baptist Church, Be?. E. O. Ta y ïor, ptelor
Γ reaching every Suo.lay M 18.46 a. m. Sunday
Sabbath Evening Service at
vhool at 12 *.
**■ s· C· ■· Tue «lay eveulng.
*
30 r"
r*rayer MtsHlugThurwlay evening at 7 30 Cove
i»nt Meeting the last m'ay before the let
'umlay of the month at ί JO p. M. All not
.tberwlae connectai are cordially Invited.
Unl'»j*atl«i Church, Rev. J. H. Little, Pastor.
rea-Ulug service everv Sunday at lU tt a. M.
HrM

w

"

Τκ km*
#1.50 a veer If pu M strictly Id advance.
>therw1se DM » year. Single copiée 4 rente.
—

Allele*»] advertisements
Al'VKKTlumK.ir*
are given three eonsectlve Insertions for $1.30
column.
In
of
Inch
Special contracts
length
l>er
ma·le with local, translent and yearly advertis—

ers.

Job I'ristiso —New type, fast presses, steam
power, experience»! workmen and low prices
combine to make this department of oar business complete and popular.

Coming
Feb.

Events.

Oxford Pomona(jrange,
NKW A

Bryant's Pond.

DVKKT1SEM KSTS.

•lanuarv Muslin I'nderwear Sale.
Mark l>owu Sale.
A Wt>o!e Family.
If You arc a Farmer or I.umlierman.
Ureat Reduction In Heating Stoves.
School Shoes.
Closing out Sale.
Lownev's Cocoa.
Statement of Dutchess Insurance Co.
Libel for Divorce.
Legislative Notlcos.
For Sa'e.

here and There.
the Maine has been
The wreck
lying for years in the mud of Havana
harbor, an<l various plans for raising it
of

been
pronounced impracticable,
if it could be raised a most desirable purpose would be served, in
solving to a certain extent the problem
of her destruction. In view of the history of the sunkeu Maine, the suggestion
that four of the Russian war ships, purposely blown up in the harbor of Port
Arthur, may be raised and put in condition for use by the Japanese, doesn't
look entirely reasonable.
have

though

Practically no looting has been done
by the victorious Japs at Port Arthur,
is the report. Which is greatly to the
«•redit of those "veneered savages," and
is a reminder of Pekin, where looting
was rampart with the forces of all the
"civilized" allies except the Americans,

of Uncle Saru's soldiers
brought home some costly souvenirs
for which they had not returned a full
even

some

equivalent.

Mayor Denis Mulvihill of Bridgeport,
Conn., has petitioned the legislature to
reduce his salary from 5-Kx>0 to *1Γ>ου.
After reading that statement no one will

be surprised at the explanation that before he was elected mayor he was just
an ordinary tireman, of limited education
and little training in the customs of the
best society or the methods of high
finance. But the peculiar fact remains
that he has held the office tw<> or three
make
years, and still has strength left to
the request referred to.
In the twentieth centnrv war will l>e dead, the
scaffold will be dead, hatred will be ilead, fron
tier boundaries will be dead, dogma* *1" be
dead, man will live He will possess something
higher than all these— a great ountry, the whole
<· <rth and
a great ho|>e, the whole heaven
Victor Hugo
—

It must have been the year 1WH) which
the great author saw in his vision.

Notes from the Legislature.
The law prohibiting the use of launches in
hunting ducks on Lower Kezar
Pond has *%»rred up the hunters, anil
numerous remonstrances
on Tuesday
against the proposed repeal of the law
1'etitious were also
wt-re presented.
received for a similar law to apply to a
Kezar. Mr. Walker of
of

portion

Upper

Lovell also introduced a bill prohibiting
duck hunting on Lower Kezar between
Sept. 1st and October l">th of each year.
Senator Sturgis has introduced a bill
to create a bi-partisan state commission

of three members, who shall have full

authority to enforce the prohibitory law,
to appoint deputies who shall enforce it.
and to investigate the conditions in any
county where the local authorities are
chargée] with negligence in enforcing it.
and appoint the necessary officers to give
the desired enforcement.
The hearing on the proposed repeal
of the porcupine bounty law was held
Tuesday. The father of the law, Fred

I. Campbell of Cherryfield, and Kepre
liar
Harbor,
Morrison of
sentative
appeared in defence of the law,' but a
considerable number of witnesses favored repeal. The hearing was enlivened
by a good deal of merriment. The total
number of porcupines killed since the
law went into effect May 1st, 1903, is
147.4D2, and the bounties amount to
$ίβ,87:ί. To pay these an appopriation
of $1000 was made.
The petition for state aid for the Home
for Aged Women of Oxford County at
Norway has been unfavorably acted upon
by the committee on appropriations.
The committee has also reported unfavorably in some other cases where a
new charitable enterprise has come in
and asked for an appropriation for the

first time.
The bill

to

Kumford, which

Cole has been appointed
truant officer.
Cyrus Thurlow has sold his farm north
>f Paria Hill to Quincy Allen.
Mrs. Peter Albee of Lewiston is visitng Mrs. Kmeline II. Cummings for a

Joseph Β.
qualified

: ind

a*

\
11

incorporate the city of
was left over from the

last legislature, has been quietly killed
at the instance of Rutuford citizens, who
stated that the time when such incorporation was desired was past.
Matters of interest to Oxford County
The hearing on
will be on this week.
the South Paris light charter comes on
Tuesday afternoon, and on Wednesday
afternoon the committee on salaries will
give a hearing on the salaries of Oxford
County officers.

I

I

I

yet

j

given

Paris Hill. It is one of the loveliest
of nature in all New England,
In the surrounding valleys scores of
pretty trout brooks weud their way
through the woods. Once game abounded. Once the red man built his wigwam
in this region. The war-like Pequakets
ruled for many years, and many a story
of the bloody war of extermination
which raged between the English settlers and the Indians has been handed
down—one which introduces a ligure
of
personal interest,—the Princess
Mollyockett, daughter of I'augus, chief
••f the Pequakets. Capt. John Love well.
• >ue of Maiue's bravest
sons, determined
to drive the Pequ; kets out of Maine.
With only forty-six men Lovewell penetrated to the Pequaket village, which is
where Fryeburg now stands, aud gave
kittle to a superior number of Indians.
English bravery aud tactics won. l'au.Mis was killed, and having lost their
oader the Pequakets sullenly withdrew
Before the battle Paugus
to ♦ anada.
buried his treasure in a mountain within sight of Paris Hill. Princess Mollyockett was the sole survivor of Lovewell's battle who knew the treasure's
hiding place. A tire that swept over
the mountain destroyed Mollyockett's
landmarks, and for years she haunted
the plat λ searching for her lost treasure,
^he lived to be fully one huudred years
old, and wheu the Hamlins came to
Paris Hill she looked like a veritable
Meg Merrilies of the woods, but she was
a kindly old creature, as the Hamlins
afterwards had good reason to believe."

scenes

East Hebron.
Colds are very prevalent this cold
winter. No one talks of going North;
ill are talking the advantage of going
South if ;tlive the coming winter.
Diamond Perry's son has gaiued finely
since the plaster of Paris was removed a
•thort time since. He is trying to get
tround on the Moor with the patience
•>f a hero. His doctor informed his
l>areuts his leg so badly broken was now
is strong a* before being broken.
East Hebron (irange accepted an invitation from Bucktield (irange to visit
them last Saturday, aud a large number
accepted the invitation and report an
enjoyable visit.
On Saturday evening a drama in
Grange Ilall called out a large company.
The proceeds have not been given out
is there were little trilles to be reckoned
in as usual, but they report it a good
lime enjoyed by all present.
Apples are still being shipped. Fred
Packard went to Boston with car loads
last week. Some cellars of apples and
cold
hape frozen during
potatoes
weather.

—

I'eabody.

by falling through the
reported at the time, and

two of his cattle

tie-up floor,

recently

as

University,

winter.

s

Sec—Stella Bacon.
Treas —I.eon Cushman.
G. K.—Ernest Hillings.
Lizzie Sweetslr.
I.. A 8
Pomona—Eth'yn Davis.
Flora—Elsie Cu»hman.
Ceres—Lucy Emmons.
Librarian—Edith Cuehman.
.Janitor— Henj. Billings.

his little son, somewhat more
than a year old, died of what was claimed to be diphtheria. Mr. I'eabody lives
just over the line in Albany.
Willard Herrick is in a low state of
One of the old charter members of the
health this winter and the same may be
grange was present, Benj. Davis of West
said of Walter Bisbee.
T)A.:«
Mrs. A. S. Brooks is also on the sick
The installation of the officers of
Yates.
attended
Dr.
list and
by
Jefferson Cbapter, Ο. E. S., took place
We are glad to report Mrs. Charles
Friday evening, Jan. 6th. The instalSwan as convalescing; she is now able to
lation service was performed by P. M.
will
a
little
when
weather
out
the
get
Flora Cole, assisted by Sister Nellie
permit.
Uowker as marshal. After the instalWe were asked time and again what
lation supper, consisting of oysters and
relation, if any, existed between Rev.
pastry, was served. Following is a
Kansom Dunham and ourself years ago
list of the newly elected officers:
at
the
l'ond.
we
As
as
near
when living
W. M.-KUa Day.
we
tiud
out
were
about
fourth
could
W. I' —N'e«l I. Swan
A. M.—Stella Itacon.
cousins, our ancestors all emigrating
Set·.—Aila Swan.
from ( arver and the surrounding towns
Treas.—loeephlne Dulley.
in Massachusetts to Oxford
County, Cod.—Cora l'erham.
A. C-—Lalla KsU-b.
Maine, early in the 10th century.
Chap.— Loulae Cole.
Prank Rufns Dunham, whose marM —Flora Cole.
riage was reported in the last Democrat
Ailah—Lena Kelt.
Kuth—Matolru Hillings.
is^au only sou of Charles Rufus Dunham
Kether—Inez Brings.
grandson of the late Rufus Knapp Dun- Martha—Nellie
Tltuo.
ham, and great grandson of the late
Klecta—Nellie Howker.
to.
Kansom Dunham above referred
Warilen—Kinlly Felt.
Sentinel—Chan. Hill.
And now if there are those who wish to
know the relationship between the newMrs. Louise Cole's health still conly married Frank Kufus Dunham and tinues quite poorly.
Mr. and Mrs. Seymour Brooks attendmy great grandchildren, of whom there
are four, two of each sex, they can ed the wedding of tbeir relative, Frank
Dunham, at South Paris.
tigure it out at their leisure.
Thanks to John A. l'age, now stopFred Desbon went to Auburn 'on busiping with his daughter, Mrs. Andrews, ness last week.
iti Washington, for a pamphlet entitled
Mr. and Mrs. Dunham and Chandler
Tacoma, Electric City of the Pacific Curtis and three daughters of West
Coast, 11H>4. It contains 48 pages and Paris Grange were present at the instalgives a large amount of information in lation of Franklin Orange.
The Story family traveling in the
regard to the origin and growth of the
city and is accompanied by nearly 75 interests of the Oregon Indian Medical
photographs of places, public and private Company of Corry, Penn., will give a
buildings; also a large map of the west- week's entertainments at Dudley's Opera
The informa- House commencing
ern section of the stale.
Friday evening,
tion, obtained from both sources, was Jan. 27.
wanted.
entertainment
what
we
The
Tuesday night got
just
I hanks also to the one who sent us a up by the Christian 'Endeavor was well
and
of
It
is
a
attended
the
Paragon
Monthly.
reported as a good time.
copy
Merton Titus of South Paris visited
large pamphlet of l« pages, published in
New \ ork, and edited by Josephine his parents Suuday.
Miss Harriet Walker, teacher of the
Wynn. The work contains some reading matter, mostly stories, a few pictures, primary department, was obliged to
and still more advertisements.
leave her school and return home Monday morning on account of injuring her
East Bethel.
knee while sliding down hill. The coastPorter Farwell and G. K. Hastings ing was so floe last week that it enticed
have been selling cord wood at Bethel both old and young to try the sport on
the beautiful moonlight nights. Miss
village.
Μιβ. Etta Beau is doing dressmaking Walker has the sympathy of all in her
misfortune. She was having good sucat Norway.
A pound party fur the benefit of Mr. cess in her school and was well liked.
H. Jndkins and five siuall children was
held at thevhomeof Calvin Cole last
East Brownfield.

Saturday night.

The Ladies' Book Club was very pleasC. M. Kimball

antly entertained by Mrs.
last Saturday afternoon.

B. Phllbrick is

doing hie

chor··.

—

Mr. Samuel Swett haa been a guest at
the New Uberty hotel for a few weeks.
The "men folks" of the Congregational

church gave a baked bean and pastry
supper at Bradbury's Hall last Friday
night. This was followed by a lecture
on the Russian- Japanese war, by Rev. A.
J. Cameron, also a mixed entertainment
and social.
Kthel Bishop is at L. R. Giles1 for a
few weeks.
The Grange held its regular meeting
%
last Tuesday.
Charles Lane, who has been very ill, ia
somewhat better.
A few days last week were extremely
cold and windy.
Mr. Jacob Colby is still confined to his
house by rheumatism.
Mexico.
hearty and affecting greeting
Quite
occurred in Park's store one day last
week, when Capt. Isaac O. Virgin who
commanded Co. G. 1st Maine Cavalry
during the Rebellion met Carleton T.
Gleason, who was a member of Co. G,
after 27 years separation. Gleason 1b
spending the first winter here he has
spent in Maine for 30 or more years.
Both oftheee veterans were brave soldiers, were almost continually on duty
and were in many battles. Neither was
severely injured, however.
Chas. B. Richards has returned from
a

Cando, Dakota, having

many business

matters to look after.
Rev. C. L. Parker has resigned his
pastorate of the Congregational church,
and will preach his farewell sermon the
last/ Sunday in February. He goes ftom
here to a suburb of Cleveland, Ohio.
Who will be the pastor to succeed him
has not been determined yet. Mr.
Parker has done much work here resulting in the erection of a fine oburcb
bnilding and the organization of asooiety

having

quite

Much regret is
going from us.

large membership.
expressed because he 1·
a

Mlu Alio· Nalty I· ill.

Μη. I. W.

"

Maj. Gen. A. B. Farnham of Bangor,!
ίjutant general on the staff of Gov.

Cobb of Maine, la In Wash* Milam T.
S haw la poorly.
11 igton and bad a satisfactory interview
The Installation of officers of Buckfleld
the
° d Monday with Chairman Wilson of
C frange which was advertised for Jan.
>' taugural committee, regarding arrange2 5 did uot materialise owing to the
lents for Gov. Cobb and staff coining
^
r ough weather.
'' > take
part in the inaugural cereBert Hu'chinson waa unable to cover
tonies of March 4. It is understood
to
fc la mail route Wednesday owing
iat the Governor and nearly all of his
I lockaded roads.
Gov. Cobb has
* taff will be present.
mamthe
&
Atwood
Atwood
shipped
" Iso been asked to designate two memfeet
144
It
waa
die-block
r 10th
recently.
11 era of bis staff to act as aides to the
I ι length, 38 incbea wide, 3 inchea thick,
fl rand marshal of the inaugural parade.
feet.
cubic
1083
c ontaining
L. M. Irish and wife of Weat Paris
SICKENING SHIVERING FITS
s rere recent guests of their parenta.
c
f
Ague and Malaria, can be relieved and
Howard Γ. Shaw came home on a two
This is a
c urea with Electric Bitters.
vacation Thursday from his
\ reeks'
ure, tonic medicine; of especial benefit
Ί 'ecii studies in Boston.
ι malaria, for it exerts a true curative
Howard Holmes of Lewiston was up
iftaence on the disease, driving it en·
Ί 'hursday looking after shovel handle
to
irely out of the system. It is much of
t imber.
β preferred to Quinine, having none
until
arrive
mail
did
not
Turner
The
bis drug's bad after-effects. E. S. Muna fternoon Thursday.
ay, of Henrietta, Tex., writes: "My
Bert Shaw has a sick ohild.
rother was very low with malarial
Mrs. David Record passed away Jan.
ever and jaundice, till he took Electric
2 2. Her age was 68 years. It came as
litters, which saved his life. At F. A.
t shock to many, though not being very
hurtleff & Co., South Paris, West Paris.
trong the strain incident to the care of 'rice 50c.,
guaranteed.
all

The Hebron basket ball team played
îreside in the absence of Mrs. L. C.
I, ritb the Gould Academy team Friday,
Bates.
esulting 35 to 4 in favor of Hebron.
Miss Jennie L. Bradbury came home
It is reported that the newly appointast Tuesday from her school at Farm-1
j ngton to take the position of assistant I c d sheriff, Mr. Fred Howe, is to move
ow days.
Grammar 11 lis family to the village.
The directors of Paris Hill Library eacher for Miss Swett in the
ί
the academy
fair of
The annual
\s8ociation will hold their next meeting ichool here.
Rev. D. F. Nelson has not been well s tudente will be held in Garland chapel,
Hammond on Wednesλ ith Miss F. A.
'or several weeks with an attack of h "he sale will consist of fancy and useful
day, Feb. 1st, at 3 "P. m.
μ>πιβΗι^ like grippe but ie now better, a rticles, and supper will be served as
Axesta Eastman, Clerk.
Mrs. J. H. Cole is improving in health. 11 isual.
News has been received here of the
Herbert Ford's mother, Mrs. McAllisleathof Miss Sarah Stowell at Hillsboro,
West Bethel.
sick at Mrs. Bick-1
lexas, on the 11th of January. Miss ;er, who has been
"There le a land of pore delight,
Ntowell was formerly of Paris, and was îell's at Trap Corner, was moved a week
To saint* Immortal given:
stood
No blustering days or freezing nights
veil known to the older residents. She igo last Sunday to Sumner. She
in the night
Burst water pipe* in heaven.
ad made her home for many years with :he journey all right but
I
soon
and
worse
taken
«vas
suddenly
There gentle showers and sunny aklee
!>er sister in Hillsboro.
here I
Befresh and cheer the spirit,
The Ladies' Universalist Sewing Cir- iied. Her remains were brought
While office begging trampe and spies
le will meet with Mrs. H. R. Hubbard »nd placed in the tomb last Tuesday.
Are kept from coming near It."
Granite Chapter, O. E. S., is now
;ext Thursday afternoon at half past
Midwinter.
"Hazel
the
drama
Adams,"
liearsing
All are cordially invited.
wo.
Candlemas day next Thursday.
Mrs. S. J. Hardy is spending a part of which they intend to play in the near
Addison S. Bean has killed his horse.
and further
characters
of
Cast
future.
Parris.
with
Mrs.
Columbia
winter
the
Charles P. Saunders is working in a
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Tufts of Portland particulars given later.
11 nill on Sunday River.
ire guests at J. L. Chase's.
G. D. Morrill is hauling birch bolts to
Hebron.
The social dance advertised for last
he mill of Merrill, Springer & Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Bridgham of Mechanic
1'hursday was postponed on account of
Wells which became dry in October
the storm to Tuesday evening of this Falls have been visiting their daughter, 1 omain in the same condition.
new
iveek. The event of the season will be Mrs. Ε. M. Glover. Mr. Glover's
Albion I'. Mason has lost his only
the masquerade which will be held in house is nearly finished and they are now ! îorse and is without a team of
I
any kind.
in
it.
wo weeks—the third week in February.
living
Thaws are of short duration this winDonham
Hazel
Miss
Sunday
spent
Music by Stearns' orchestra. Dancing
I< er, and the water famine groweth worse
with her mother.
>0 cents per couple.
I1 m<i worse.
has
returned
Cornelia
Mrs.
Moody
instrucand
In that most interesting
January has this year given us an
in
tive book. "The Life and Times of from a week's visit at her old home
l· inusual number of cloudy days, but no
Hannibal llamlin," b.v his grandson, West Sumner.
and heavy storm.
We have no special report of the camp- jrolonged
Charles Eugene
Hamlin, ot Bangor,
Mrs. Mary A. Dow remains about the
'ccurs the following excellent descrip- fire held here Saturday evening.
tame as last reported, beiog in a quite
Mr. A. G. Keckard died at the home I1
t on of the village in which the statesman
and conflned to her
of his daughter, Mrs. G. E. U. Huckaby, lelpless condition,
»vas born and reared:
jed.
"Paris Hill stands near the Andros- in Maiden, Mass., last week Friday, after
for
The printed reports of trials
his
l°ggin Valley. It is an eminence that a week's illness, and wa* buried at
murder make big sales for the daily
in
home
Sunday
old
Leominster, Mass.,
ises by steady degrees to a commanding
la
papers, but such sensational reading
height. A panoramic scene of great afternoon. Mr. Reckard had lived in •ften injurious to tho mind. Better
since
but
50
about
Leominster
the
of
years,
lieauty rolls away on all sides
[>eruse and laugh over tho comic sections
Hill. The valley stretches on both sides, the death of his wife, nearly three years I >f tho
big Sunday papers, and read the
!>r<iken by forests and villages, to ranges ago, ho has made it his home with his
I many literary magazines.
of hills and mountains that nearly en- daughter in Maiden, but spent a year
relatives in Hebron where he made
compass the Hill within a neighboring with
Bryant's Pond.
■ ILstance.
The foothills of the White many warm friends.
The installation of officers of Franklin
We are glad to report that Mrs. CanMountains are discernible to the West,
took place Saturday, Jan. 7th.
and on clear days the eye can see the tello, who has been quite sick, is better Grange
Installing officer, Past Deputy G. W. Q.
summits of the mountains shimmering so he drives the stage to Minot.
Perham, assisted by Past Master Roiu the hazy distance. There is a calm,
nello Davis, and Sister Nellie Buwker.
(jreenwood.
tranquil atmosphere about the scene
There was a short business meeting in
that comes from the restful and proLast Tuesday morning the temperafollowed by a bountiful
•e ting mountains which tower majes- ture showed seven below zero at the the forenoon
After dinner the installation of
tically around the hill. The air is vital- house, and on taking the thermometer dinner.
followed by a literary programme
izing. The little village that u sties on into the woods where the land was some- officers
the choir, songs,
the summit of the Hill is a veritable what lower, it went down 13 degrees, consisting of music by
music and closing by a
home in the heart of nature. When the showing a temperature of 20 below, and graphophone
all of which were greatsun sets a pretty legend is recalled of an
it was thought that would answer all I laughable farce,
is a list of the
Indian who, standiug on the Hill cen- practical purposes.
j ly enjoyed. Following
installed officers:
turies ago, one evening, as the sun was
Hay is growing scarce and they begin newly
M.—H. C. Bacon.
-.inking ami tilling the landscape with ta inquire who the lucky man can be
<>.—Geo B. Stevens.
44
'Tie that has it to sell, and another week yet
its rays, exclaimed in his tongue:
S.—W. Noyce
the smile of the Creator." No more in January.
A. S.—Will I'crham.
Lec.— Georgia Hlebee.
Misfortune seems to follow Newell
poetic or more appropriate description
Chap Emily Felt.
to the scene around
been
•ias
Some time last season he lost

Oxford.
The grange supper hold at the home
The lecture by Kcv. Smith Baker has of Mr. and Mrs. /. W. Bartlett
Thursday
About the State.
been deferred on account of the illness
evening was very successful, the proof Mrs. Baker.
ceeds being over *14.
A ifnion prayer meeting of the three
Miss Rose Kimball, after a short vacaMrs. Κ. E. Page of Millinocket evi- churches will be held at the Advent
tion, has returned to her work in the
dently likes the name of Page. Her chapel Sunday evening.
Bethel .News office.
maiden uame was Page, aud when she
Anna Bickford Prescott, a native and
married the man of her choice was former resident of Oxford, oldest daughWest Sumner.
Her daughter married ter of the late
named Page.
Joseph and Ann (Merrill)
Mr. G. A. Chandler has recently put in
Geo. Page. That family will make a Bickford, and wife of John B. l'rescott,
a creamery.
While a meat convenience
bound volume before long.
formerly of Portland, died at Duraugo, to Mr. and Mrs. Chandler their many
The final move in the settlement of the Col., Dec. 7th. She leaves a daughter, patrons in milk, cream and butter will
affairs of the Bath Iron Works was made a sister, Mrs. Ellen Cash, of Kansas. A regret the change exceedingly.
when there was recorded in the county brother, James Bickford, died while
Mrs. S. F. Marston is entertainiug her
war of the Rebellion.
registry of deeds the trausfer of the serviug in the
friend, Miss Caroline Lee, of Weymouth
of
Clarence
Born Jan 16th, to the wife
property from George R. Sheldon, chairStreet, Brunswick, Maine.
man of the reorganization committee of (>raftam, a son.
G. D. Walker has moved hie goods iuto
was
in
of
Turner
Blossom
I.eander
the U. S. Shipbuilding Company to the
the vacant rooms of the house recently
town
of
as
a
Wednesday.
Bath Iron Works Company,
part
bought by J. F. Young.
The wells which have been benefited
the Bethlehem steel corporation.
Eddie J. Bisbee is quite ill this week,
the late rain are again failing.
by
result of a severe cold.
Bath was threatened by a serious conJohn B. Kobinson is very much out of
Wm. A. Barrows Post, No. 05, G. A.
flagration Wednesday evening, Jan &'», health.
K., and W. R. C., No. 79, held a joint incaused by a stubborn blaze at the HarMrs. S. H. Eaton was operated upon
stallation of new officers on Jan. 21, '05.
bor View Hotel in Poet office Square, for
appeiulicitis by Dr. Oakes of Auburn Dinner was served and a good time enwhich is left merely a shell. The buildDrs. Bradbury, Barker and
Tuesday.
joyed. S. F. Stetson is Post Commanding was owned by Charles A. Huoker of Karris were present.
Kosetta II. Ryerson, Corps Presier,
this city and is valued at about $.*>,000;
of
the
James
Kay, superintendent
dent.
insured for 13000. The furnishings were Kobinson
down
fell
stairs
Mfg. Co.,
An unusually largo attendance at the
valued at about $2.000 with no insurance. Thursday night aud received severe inThe place was managed by Mrs. T. juries, starting the bone of the neck so dance on Friday, Jan. 20, and a correspondingly good time.
Tatro of Augusta, who had been in that he is unable to move his head.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Tuell of Weet
charge for about four months. Ten
Mrs. Howard Farrington is suffering
Paris were guests of relatives in town
guests stopping there were unable to from heart disease.
Saturday and Sunday.
save any of their personal effects and
Charles Martin's youngest child is very
very little was removed from the build- sick with pneumonia.
Wilson's Mills.
ing.
The ladies' circle of the CongreII. G. Bennett with four horses and
gationalist society met on Wednesday
snow plow was out breaking roads WedPersonal.
with Mrs. Alice Richmond.
Chauncey Farnham has been quite nesday and during the night several
sick with throat trouble. An abscess more inches of snow fell.
Edwin LaForest Harvey of Bethel is
J. W. Buckman's tote team brought a
was feared.
one of the disputant· selected to take
sick man from the camp Thursday.
part in the Lradbury prize debate at
Harold Flint is hauling wood for C. T.
Lovell.
Bowdoin College.
Fox.
settled
are
The
traders
together
who
is
gefting
H. B. l'ennock has moved his family
Miss Anna Barrows oY Boston,
runs smoothly.
into camp at Meadowbrook, where he is
known to many persons in Maine, and and business
and one-half
W.
True
D.
wa*Televen
of
at
has been heard widely
meetings
putting in timber.
He
as clerk for Walker & Bell.
Lawrence Littlebale was out on snow
the state agricultural societies and the years
then built and occupied his own store 18 shoes Saturday calling on his "snow
Grange, has just completed a tour of
and now comes into the Walker bound"
New York state, during which she ad- years,
neighbors.
as
head of the tirm of True,
M. C. Linnell is quite unwell with a
dressed farmers' institutes in six differ- store
«& Heald.
»
liver trouble.
ent towns, giving two lecture· at each. Walker
Roger, the little son of Β. E. Brown,
At the invitation of Prof. W. H. Jordan,
is
but
a
few
sick
for
been
has
days
quite
formerly of the University of Main·,
Sumner.
now better.
now director of the New York AgriculU. M. Beckler is cooking for H. D.
John B. Kimball is gaining.
at
Station
Geneva,
tural Experiment
O. £. Andrews has bought J. L. Fish.
Miss Barrows addressed the New York
W. L. Dyer and wile visited relatives
and is packing them.
State Fruit-Grower·' Association in ses- Parker's apples
Dea. Peter McAllister is in very poor in Paris recently.
sion there. She addressed the shortCharles Silver has gone to Somerville,
his mind being very much affect-1
course student· at the Cornell University health,
Mass., to see his mother, who Is sick.
as well as his bodily health.
School of Agriculture at Ithaca; the ed,
Leon Noyes and wife and Mrs. Albert
Howard Morton is in town for a few
Domestic Science atndents at Rochester
I Ames visited their sister, Mrs. W. Ε
Mechanics' Institute, and gave a demon- days.
W. H. Farrington is drawing poplar at Bowker, recently.
stration lecture before the Normal class
1
H. A. Sturtevant is confined to the
North Lovell.
in Domestic Science at the Teachers'
D. W. Russell is sick again this bouse with an abscess on hi· face. E.
New

College, Columbia
York City.

BackftoM.

re-1

Wanted.

and

u.lav ."school at 11:45 A. M.

MM
Wwt Paris.
I
Mrs. Charles Arno of Gorharn, Ν. H.,
Mrs. O.K. Tates went to South Paris
care for Mrs.
1 ι week ago last Saturday to attend thejc tme to Bethel Monday to
wedding of her grand nephew, Frank R. I} V. A. Bunting.
Dunham. The newly married couple I Mrs. Charles-Mason and Miss Mason
/isited their aunt here a few days, after 11 ave returned from Portland where they
hat going to Bryant's Pond and other h 7ere called by the illness and death of
I f 1rs. Adelaide Mason Oreenleaf.
places.
Mrs. Charles Bacon's son, Edward P. I Miss Minnie Eagle is at the Maine
31ark, from New York city, is here with l( General Hospital and has had a successMr. and Mrs. Bacon again this winter, If ill operation for appendicitis.
The no-school signal was given Thurain<l expects to remain some time.
The regular meeting of the W. C. T. t ay morning on account of the drifting
U. will he held Thursday afternoon of s dow and cold, and no session was held
;his week with Mrs. Lizzie E. I<ane. I i ii the brick building.
A large amount of pine timber is being
The topic for the afternoon is "Fran-1
:hise" under the charge of Mrs. Genevera 11 aule<l td the chair factory to be worked
j.
Tuell. Mrs. Anna W. White will 11 ip. The birch will be used later.

brother, Lucius, lately deceased,
onspired to undermine her health. The
eligious services were by Rev. Eleanor
'orbes, who seems to be called often
East
rom her field of labor in Gray.
lebron Grange, of which Mrs. Record
ras a member, were to attend had it
teen possible, but the roads were so bad
t was given up. Mr. Record has the
ympatny of the community in bis
er

«ereavement.
There seems to have been great morality among horses of late. Thomas S.
iridgham, Esq., has lost a very good
torse, Walter Ellingwood lost a horse
ind a cow, and Florian Jordan has lost
horse.
1'eace to your aouli. ye noble 'or*e.
You've traveled Ion* this weary course;
To make fur man groat pleasure here
Yi u've tolled and tolled, nor ahed a tear.
Perchance In Heaven you'll wear a crown,
And on your former masters frown;
Aakew vour eve. you'll grin and say,
On earth you fe t me musty h*y.

Ii ours,

Denmark.

a II

10:3ο

A

m. to

4

Price

to sell our
WΕ need 1 reliable m&n (or woman) of South
the homes
t imlly remedies direct to
the right
to
1 arl*. St ad y work and good pay
Democrat Office
r erson. Address, "l>,"

STATE or NAIHE.

December
ourt of County Commlsdoners,
[ iXfOBD,
and for
A. D. 1904, held at Parle, within
fee

Mon,
last Tuesday
daily enacted, in thousands of homes, the said County of Oxford, on the
of
a Death claims, in each one, another
of December, A. D. I'J04, Ixiing the 27th day
month.
said
or
Pneumonia,
ictim of Consumption
County Commissioners for the County
lut when Coughs and Colds are proper- t
A. D.
of Oxford, In the month of .September,
F. G.
actual Inspection
y treated, the tragedy is averted.
MM, as provided by law, made
oiten for
and
writes:
located
road*
duty
; f the County
luntley, of Oaklandon, Ind.,
townshfui and
lying In uolnconioratcd
'My wife had the consumption, and t ravel
mentioned In said
racts of land hereinafter
the con·
hree doctors gave her up. Finally she J
tounty, for the pur]>o<e of ascert lining
ook Dr. King's New Discovery for ; lltlon of said road» and estimating the amount
l*e safe
to
as
so
in
repair
to put the same
Consumption, Coughs and Colds, which leaded
and It appear
md convenient for public travel;
were not
roads
:ured her, and to-day she is well and j
said
that
ng on said Inspection
for
ami not safe and convenient
itrong." It kills the germs of all din· j η good repair
travel and that a tax should
o'

ÏMIE

public
One dose relieves. Guaranteed >urposes
■anes.
the repair of said
>c assessed on said lands for
it 50c. and $1.00 by F. A. Shurtleff & 'oails therein; they do therefore on the 27th day
order that
botTrial
; if December, A. D. IU04, adjudge and
Jo., South Paris, West Paris.
and the saine arc
lie following sum·) l>e assessed
les free.
In unlands
the
following
îereby assessed upon
land herencorporated townships and tracts of
of
severe
of
the
Wednesday
repairing
gale
the
for
During
purpose
nafter mentioned,
the >car
morning, Jan. 25, Damariscotta village lie ro-uis passing through them during
narrowly escaped from being destroyed 1905, to wit: West Surplus, for the pur|>osc of
Andover
by Are. Only through the efficient work
County road lead·
repairing that part of the
of the fire department, greatly hampered
to Upton which lies
ng from \ ndover Corner
dollars
the
was
sum
of
seventy-seven
village in said Surplus the
by the intense cold,
as follows:
taved. Besides the loss of several build- ind flrty cents Is assessed
ings the Damariscotta bridge was nearly
2
ruined. The damage is estimated be2.
ε
and
«S
<
$3000 and $5000 on

buildings

tween

East Waterford.

ODD

Frank L. Tucker passed away the 22d
at hie home on the Baker farm, age 44
years, 3 months, 29 days. Πβ has not
been well for some years. The funeral
services took place Wednesday at Norway Lake, at the residence of hie
father, Benjamin Tucker. He leaves a
widow, father, sister and two brothers.
Ray Lord has typhoid fever.
Bad colds are quite prevalent.
Geo. H. Keen has been confined to
his bed eince the 20th.
G. A. Miller was obliged to remain in
doors a few days, but is now able to be
out.
Mrs. Mary E. Lovejoy, who came to
G. A. Miller's for a brief visit, is still
there ill with a cold.
Mrs. L. M. Sanderson returned from
Limerick the 20tb.
We visited Miss Plummer'e school at
its close and were much interested in
the exercises of the little ones.
The Temple Hill school closed Wednesday. The entertainment which was
to have been given that evening was put
off owing to the weather until Jan. 30.
Mise Lamb returned to Bates Friday.
Mrs. Helen Crooker has returned from
a visit to Norway.
Mrs. Georgia Burgess is in Portland
this week.
Will Chadbourne has a crew working
Geo. Steon his timber lot in Bethel.
is with them.
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NOTICE

PAPER OF

INTEREST TO
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'Λ
β
homeHenry W. Dunn, part of
inn
stead,
100
C. A. Andrews, Boobler lots,
The Interiinilonal Paper Co.,
«200
of
township,
balance

« 125 $ l 25

13,
10

125

75 00

177 50
Sur-

Έ

S

DENTS.

ο

1

1Ο

*

ε9

»

a
L.

Morton

ά

Values

β

>

The Frances E. Willard League had an
entertainment and box supper on the
19th and all pronounced it a good time.

They cleared $7.70.
Rockameka Grange Dramatic Club
presented the play entitled The Noble
Outcast at the Orange Hall on the 23d
to a large audience followed by a dance
and oyster supper. Chase1· Orchestra

making

case

i

of catarrh.

Legislative

Notice*.

ο
a

I
®
2
<3

t

"C
y

Is

Union Water Power Co, of
Lewleton, dam, lot and build-

is
2011

ing»,
WAYS AND BRIDGET.
T. if. (Joe, one-third, David Pinfurnished music. All pronounced it a
The Committee on Waye and Bridges will give
grec, Ann Maria Wheatland
State
House,
No.
We
cleared
about
time.
$50.
In
Its
room,
3,
a
Public
bearing
good
and Anna P. Peabody, twoat 2
Mrs. Ellen Babb, wife of A. A. Babb, Augusta. Wednesday, February 1, 1905.
thirds of remainder of eald
o'clock In the afternoon on pet*tlor. of E. r.
township except public lote, 10500
died of consumption on the 24th. She Coburn and M other* In favor of an approprialeaves a husband, son and daughter, tion for the Improvement of the Carry Road in

Gillespie.

Oxford

(Blue Stores.)

îouth Paris.

the next two weeks.

YOUR OPPORTUNITY !
Full stock of Shoe Steel, Iron, Builders' Hardware, Shovels, Axes and
Handles. All kinds of job work done.

J. P. Richardson,
South Paris, Maine.
117 YOU ARE A

FARMER
or

give ft a trial."1
(Ulead.
For sale by
Co., South Paris;
Wood is being hauled to J. W. Ben- Jones Drug 8tore, Oxford; Noyes Drug
I
nett's mill.
Store, Norway.
Misa Alma Heath la visiting frienda in
Mr. Wm. S. Crane, of California, Md.,
Sorham, Ν. H.
Arthur Bennett passed away the 18th luffered for years from rheumatism and
two
little
orphan boys.
eaving
lumbago. He was finally advised to try
Miss Florence Richardson waa the Chamberlain's Pain Balm, whieb be did
ind it effected a complete cure. This
tuest of Mra. Burbank Thursday.
Mr. Horace Bennett and wife from liniment is for sale by Shurtleff Λ Co.,
Oxford were in town to attend his South Paris; Jone· Drag Store, Oxford;
«Other's funeral Thursday.
Noyes Drug 8tore, Norway.
advising

them to
Shurtleff à

Îbssb

your feet

wear on

and get

pair

a

Ma-

i

fc

l►

Paris,

SrdTneeday

Jan.

of

over

stockings

your

something

leggings,

or

to

come

our

Top Rubbers.

Leather

They are the nearest pe'fection of anything
sold. They are comfortable and durable.

we

have ever

SMILEY SHOE STORE,
BLOCK,

IN OPERA HOUSE

E. N\ SWETT, Manager.

NORWAY, MAINE.

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

January Bargains
BLANKETS.
From

$410 75

Prices from

to 25 per cent, discount.

10

60 cents per

pair to S5.00.

Special sale of Glassware in
our Crockery Department.

N.

Bolster k Co.

Dayton

Square,
MAINE.

Mark.ot

85

PARIS,

SOUTH

Cold Weather Coats
Heavy reefers with wide
Canvas coats with
ul-ter collars, $3 50 to $6.
lambskin lining, wide corduroy collars, $3 and $4.
for out door work.

Canvas coats with lamb

$5. Corduroy
$6 and $6.50.

coats, lamb lined, wide fur collar,

Leather and

corduroy coats,

Canvas and

ible, $5 and $6.
$3-50. Red and gray

coats,

and frock

$(.50, $2

a new

lot

in the shirt

pontiacs

just

revers-

corduroy reversible

Russian vests will

styles.

We have

out.

and wide fur collar,

lining

in.

keep

Three

the cold

qualities,

and $2 50.

B.

H.

FOSTER,

NORWAY,

MAINE.

à

«

Geo. W. Blanchard,
1000 $3000 $10 20
son lots 8,7, 8 A 9, R. 1.
Same owner*, balance of township draining Into the AndroSouth
scoggin river north of Berlin
5000
25 50
25 Ï0
Falls, Ν. H,
100
51
100
B«te·. 1 2 lot 9, R. IS,
True
PRORATE NOTICES.
for
Demciltt A Hall,
Ingall·
3 00
8O0
400
To all persons Interested in either of the estates I
homestead,
low)
510
hereinafter named :
Est. of Alonxo Flfleld, homea'd, 800
S50
17»
At a Probate Court, held at Parts, In vacaUon J ATwaddcIl,
200
510
In and for the County of Oxford, on the J6th day Stlllman N. Llttlebale. homes'd, fOO 1000
50
SH
75
of Jib., to the year of our Lord one thousand Fred Gorman. W. 14 loti, R.8,
matte*
AO
200
102
nine hundred and live, the following
u. F. Llttkhale, homestead,
200
102
having been presented for the action thereupon Wm.C. Chapman, loti, R. 15, 200
200
1 Oi ;
hereinafter Indicated, It U hereby Obokbbd :
200
Seth Walker, lot S. R. 9,
That noUoe thereof be given to all persona InBrother·, lot 2, R. 15,
1
be Hasting·)
1 40
375
100
terested, by causing a oopy of this older toOxand 1-2 lot», R. 13,
published throe weeks snooeaalvelr In the
International Paper Co., bal. of
98
82
Ford Democrat, a newspaper published at Southn
13250
township except public lota, 18948
Parts, In said County, that they may appear at
Probate Court to μ held at Parts, on the
$153 7*
of Feb.. A. D. 190S,at nine of the

33, 1905.

clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon if
ttey see cause :
LEWIS BISBEE, late of Snmner, deceased :
will and petition for probate thereof presented
named.
by L. B. 8pauldlng, beneficiary therein
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Newell visited
CHADBOURNE, late of Fryeburg,
REUBEN
rlends on the north aids of lue river
R«U1*| K«n Dtifani
deceased ; petition for the appointment of Mine
■
•ecently.
rhan Cuttlac Coras. Tk· iMMEaw «an»· suitable person as administrator presented by
The grange met last Friday to install tâsy Cons Fa* cure by absorption. Something Eugene Chad bourne, son.
inttrely sew. The Sanitary oils and vapors do
•fficers.
ADDISON K. HttHICK, Judge of Mid Court.
work. Sold by all Dnuniato,«e.orbT n»ll.i
Mrs. Mary Poabody's bouse waa broken , ibs
Sample malted FBEK. A (Htm·, Alloa 8. <AmB. PAU. *«·«,.
Κ. T.
nto last week.

Kod.LsBoy,

I

β
Wm.

LUMBERMAN

or

do any kind of out door work and want

ON

*

Norway.

Great reduction in Heating
Stoves, selling at cost for

erally

Ο

CO.,

F. H. NOYES

^WEDNESDAY,

Franklin Maxim,
C. Howe,
[bnry D. Hammond,
Selectmen of Parie.

4.

COME AND SEE US.

ON

in

6

Fur Coats Cut to Close.

ON

Fletcher, a druggist

8.

roportion.
Bargain Pric«s.

AvÎei«5esday

Mr. F. W. J.

...$7.50,

now

t

10600 302 25

It le hereby ordered that the tax assesed
Co ($108.50) be
against (he Union Water Power
In eald townjudiciary.
expended on the Black Brook Road
North Surplus
Andover
of
of
Isaac
D.
Burt Dunn
On the death
Cummings:
The Committee on Judiciary will give a pub- ship, and
to expend the same and Is
In
Is
Agent
House
State
our
It
the
appointed
at
Heavenly lie bearlnf In lta room
Whereas,
pleased
required to give bond.
Father once more to visit our Post and
The tax arretted against Coo ct ale, ($3<r2.25) to
reb. 8. 1905, at 2 o'clock P.M.
the Carry Boad In eald towntake from our ranks our comrade who
On an act to repeal section 26 of be expended on
No. llrt
Jcnne of Roxbury Is apwas always a true and faithful comrade, chapter 00 of the revised statutes relating to ship and Albert A.
Is required to give bond as
and
Agent,
polnted
a kind and helpful friend and neighbor, Agricultural Societies.
the law requires.
a just and upright man, one whom to
"C" Surplus, for the purpose of repairing
know was but to trust and respect.
INLAND FISHERIES AND OA IK.
eo much of the County roa·' leading from
He enlisted in the 23d Regiment, Co.
The Committee on Inland Fisheries and Game Andovor to L'pton ae lies In said Surplus, the
as follows :
F., Capt. H. N. Bolster commanding. will give a public hearing In its room nt the State sum of llfty dollars Is assessed
to contain nine
He was ever ready to do bis duty and House In Augusta,
Upon the entire tract, supposed
of
ncres.
exclusive
hundred
U.
at
2
P.
thousand, three
TUESDAY, Feb. 21,
uphold the flag he loved so well. For On an act for the protection of gray squirrels public lots, ami owned one-third by T. U. Coe of
Ann
David
the last six years he has lived with hie on certain lands In Fryeburg.
two-thirds
Plngrce,
and
by
Bangor,
Maria Wheatland and Anna P. Peabody,
aged mother and helped care for her in
the sum of fifty dollars; and Bennett Morse
her declining years, at the same time
Is appointed Agent to expend the
The Committee on Inland Fisheries and Game of Upton
Buffering from diseases which he con- will give a public hearing in Its room at the same and Is required to give lx>nd as the law
tracted in the army and at last cost him State House, m Augusta. Thursday, Feb. 9, at directs.
2 P. M On petition of D. E. Brown and 21» others,
his life.
Kryeburg Academy («rant, for the purpose
petition of H. V. Berry and 20 other*, for
of repairing the only County road therein,
Therefore, Resolved, That in the also
of the law forbidding the use of launches
repeal
the sum of llfty-two dollars and llfty-slx
death of Comrade Isaac D. Cummings on Lower Kezar pond for hunting duck.
Is assessed as follows :
W. K. Kimball Post has lost a worthy
Thursday, Feb. 16. at 2 P. M. On petition of W. cents
L. Klllngwood and 30 others for an act to preenmrade, his mother a loving son, his vent
in
still
or
Itangeley
Ashing
plug Ashing
wife a true and loving husband, his lake*.
£
S
On petition of M. H. Tlbbetts and 49 others
children a kind and indulgent father.
g
for same.
«
ο
ο
if
Therefore, Resolved, that W. K. KimOn petition of Chas. Sumner Cook and 9 others
>
κ
ο
ο
ball Post extend to the bereaved family for same3
A
It.
lot
7,
Leforest Connor,
their heartfelt sympathy in this their
175 $ 750 $5 40
Κ. 1-2 of 4, Κ. 7,
Allison Brown. W. 1-2of 4, K.7.
great bereavement.
Game
and
Fisheries
Inland
on
800
& 76 |
The Committee
100
Ν. K. 1-4 of 5. Β 7,
Α
W. S. Stakbird,
will give a public hearing In its room at the M. It. Chandler, S. E. 1-2 of 5.
Grinfill Stuart,
State House, In Augusta, Thursday, Feb. », at
A S. W. 1 5 of δ, K. 7. A
K.7,
of
chapter
500
3 80
2 p. m. On an act to amend section 11
100
Isaac J. Monk,
1-2 of ϋ, It. 7,
32 of the Revised Statutes relating to close time Est. A. a. Bean, lots 1 A 2 In R.
Committee.
on beaver.
of lots 3, 4, 5 AO,
and
5,
pirts
South Paris, Dec. 31, 1904.
C. C. KINSMAN, Secretary.
Β 5, 4 A 0. U. tt. and 4, It. 8.
and Ν. E. 14 1, It. β, and lot 7
3000
21 (10
Memorial.
It. 7, ami part of (I In B. 7, 725
In
SALARIES.
200
1 44
C. S. Edwards, lots 8 A 9, It. 5, 175
Casti.k Hall,
"The Committee on Salaries will give a public Kit Peabody and H. P. WheelGO
5o0
3
Ηαμι,ιν Loi>ok, No. 31, K. P. hoaiing In lta room at the State House In Au·
180
BA
3.
8,
er. lots 1,2
Joslah Connor, N. W. M lot 5,
Death has assaulted our citadel and
Feb. 1, at two o'clock In the
124
13
175
R.7.
50
$1
our caetlo walls were not Arm enough, afternoon
Ralph W. Bean, lots 2 A 3, R. β. '200
38
5o
30
Upon the report of the salary commission ap- Fred I.. Edwards, lot I, It. 7,
bonds of friendship strong
nor tira
the
concerning
50
38
71st
the
25
R.
Legislature,
«.
pointed by
D. A. Karwell. N. W. 14 1.
enough to repel the attaSk.
salaries of the officials ol the County of Oxford, Frank Karwell Ket., 8. W. 1-4 1,
50
38
25
Our comrade Adna B. Thayer was whose compensation U fixed by statute.
R. β,
38
50
Sam'l'W. Potter, 8. K.l-41, R.8, !6
taken from us and as a lodge we mourn
W.
1-4
4,
John W. Bennett, N.
LEOAL AFFAIRS.
his loss. In him the ordinary span of
8
loo
72
R. 7,
Tho Committee on Legtl Affairs will give a Allison Brown, A. W. Stiles
life was not completed, aud he fell beat the State House In
150
1 08
800
lot 4,
fore he had rounded out the years gen- public hearing In Us room
On
Feb. 7, 1905. No. 69.
3 80
500
loo
Augusta,
Henry Stiles, homestead,
alloted to man, so that the world petition of Tuesday,
Danville L. Bean and eighteen others Mrs. C. L. Abbott, part lot 1,
15
100
72
has lost many years of his friendship for law to enable plantations to furnish jurors
R. 4,
the same as towns.
Mrs. C- F. Brown, part lot 1,
and devotion to duty.
50
38
30
R. 4,
a
citizen
and
brother
A worthy
good
50
38
Fletcher I. Bean, paitlori, R. 4, lo
Re-assignment.
50
5
38
has gone from amongst us. May the
O. Bennett, part meadow lot,
D.
Affairs will give a Hoscoe F. Cross, lot 5, R. 8,
loo
on
100
72
The
Committee
Legal
and
virtues
good
memory of his many
public bearing In Its room at the State House In
deeds inspire us with stronger and truer Auarusta.
$52 56
TUESDAY, January 31,1905.
friendship.
And Allison Brown of Fryeburg Academy
No. 56. On an act In relation to the South
With sorrowing hearts we place this
Is appointed Agent to superintend the
Parts Village Corporation and to establish a Grant
of the same and Is required to give
memorial to Brother Thayer among the
expenditure
system of municipal lighting.
as the law directe.
bond
archives of the Lodge.
Geo. A. Wilson, )
Riley Plantation for the purpose of («pairrunning op
ing the road In aald PlantationWm.
Wanted.
R. L. Cummings, > Committee.
Gorman
to the place formerly occupied by
J. E. Kbnnby, )
dollar·
and
hundred
one
sum
of
flfty-two
the
Man and wife to take charge of and seventy-two cents Is aaaessed as follow· :
the
for
farm
town
Paris
the
coming
CHAMBERLAIN'S COUGH

Victoria, Australia, says: "A customer
of mine, was so pleased with Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, which she had
used for her children when suffering
from colds and croup, that during a
fortnight's time she obtained at my shop,
nine bottles, which she sent to her
friends In different parte of the state,
telling them how much gond it bad done

10.

SPECIAL GOOD VALUES IN

Resolutions

BOUGHT
REMEDY AND SENT IT TO FRIENDS. year.

12.

Boys' Suits, Overcoats, and Odd Pants cut in sime
Λ11 Heavy Ulsters, Reefers, Work Coats and Odd Trouseri

$7<X«' $108 50

County.

$14.

Youths' and

«

ξ

in Chas. Chuse,
500 *1200 130 00
homestead,
N.
.'ion
7 50
Preston F. Austin, homestcid, 200
7 50
us U. A. Lovelo7, homestead,
300
2<K)
to Henry W. Dunn, old 8. Lamed
5 00
200
100
homestead,
lo «"
500
200
publish:
Henry W. Dunn, homestead,
160
160
of
the
Guide, Andrew Abbott, lots No.2.Ά23,
"Found,—by the editor
2 40
Ml
1)6
lot No. 30,
a bottle of Hyomei, the wonderful treat- C. A. Burgess,
Mrs. Charles I*. Ilartlett an t
4 50
180
ment that curee catarrh without stomach
Henrv Abbott, lots No. 31 £32, ISO
4 00
160
160
timber lot,
dosing. We can speak in highest praise George E. Smith,
farm
Small
of its remarkable power to cure and Ε I. Brown, John
7 80
300
300
lot on Sawyer Brook,
and
relieve catarrh of the head and throat. International Paper Co. F..
10 Qo
400
Plummcr lots 43. 44, 45 A 46, 4o0
This mention is made not as an adverCo., lute
tisement, but in the interest of thoee International Paper
40,41,42,47,48, and Marston 800
who suffer the torture of that terrible
800
20 00
lot,
International Paper Co.. redisease, catarrh."
of
except
mainder
township
Pitman
Mr.
In sending the clipping
9U00 won 247 50
public lots,
wrote the following letter:
from
a
little
"I enclose
my paper,
piece
issued to-day. You will see from this
Ami II lit nereuy uncicu lllm »i>w
the
to
desire
I
that
selling of Hyo- against Lhas. Chase, Preston F. Austin, F. A.
push
Andrew Abbott,
mei as far as possible. I am using it in Lovejoy, Henry W. Dunn.
ami
C. Λ. Burgese, Mrs. Charles P. Burtlett
my own family, and find that it gives Henry Abbott, (ïeorge K. Smith, ami Κ I. Brown,
the desired relief, so that I take pleasure together with $227.50 of the taxe* of the InternaIn all to
in spreading far and near the knowledge tional l'aper Company, amounting
leading
9312 40, be expended upon the roa<l Kullerof
of this sure relief for catarrh."
from Andover to Upton, ami I.lncoln
F. A. Shurtleff & Co., in preparation Upton le appointed Agent to expend the same,
as the law directe.
for the catarrhal troubles of this season and le required to give bond
And the balance or tald tax assessed agalntt the
of the year, have ordered a large stock International
amounting to
Company,
Paper
of Hyomei, and sell it under a guarantee $20.00, in· expended upon the Black Brook road,
North
Andover
Surplue la
of
Dunn
Burt
not
relieve.
and
does
it
if
to refund the money
Is
agent to expend the e.ime, and
The complete outfit costs but $1, and appointed
ae the law direct*.
bond
to
give
required
cents.
50
for
obtained
can
be
extra bottles
Township Letter "C" for the purpose of
Ask them to show you the strong guarthe Blurk Brook road, so called,
repairing
This reantee under which they sell it.
In sal'l township, and aleo the "Carry
lying
markable remedy medicates the air you Road", ho called, which llee In eald township,
hundred and ten dollars and
breathe, soothing and healing the mu- the hutii of four
eeventy-llvc cents le assessed ae follows:
cous membrane of the air passages, and
a complete cure of the worst

One of the best known uewspapers
the South is the "Guide" of Dunn,
G. Its publisher, J. P. Pitman, sends
the following clipping with request

It.

months

12, Values now

ON

RES I·

two

5, 7 50, Values now
6, 5, Values now

ON

Peru.

wife of William

125

7500

And Menrv W. Dunn of Andover North
to su|)crlntcnd the ex·
plus Is appointed Agent
Is
same according to law and
pcii'llturc of the bond
law dlrccte.
the
as
to
required give
of
Andover North Surplus, for the purpose
County way lead
repairing so much of the
within
lies
as
to
Upton
ing from Andover Cornerso much
of the lllaclc
said Surplus, and also
said SurBrook road, so called, as lies within Mxtv-two
three hundred and
plus, the sum of cents
:
follows
as
Is
assessed
dollars and forty

SOL'THEN

PAKIS

were

18, 17, Values now
16, 15, 14. Values now

ο

ο

1

they

now as

Suite and Overcoats.

>

y

Ζ

α
te

good

Just Consider Some of the Values.

South

/

t

as

Buyers' Opportunity.

Shrewd

K.JACKSON,
Paris.

ta:

juM

lur Mid-Winter Mark-Down Sale is the

P. M.

right.
A

are

winter is y< t to come.
ago, and half the

Good horse, weighs about 1400.
kind and
right single or double,

a afe.

"FOUND"

and

c

at

Eyes Examined free.
Horse for Sale.

Mr. Aaron H. Witham bas been sent Btock and $2000 on the bridge.
to the Maine Insane Hospital at Augusta,
SPOILED HER BEAUTY.
Ile was examined by Dre. Bennett
Me.
md Shaw and found to be very insane.
Harriet Howard, of 200 W. 34th St.,
Mr. A. D. Feseenden and Mr. Chas. Ed New York, at one time had her beauty
Smith were his escorts to the hospital.
spoiled with skin trouble. She writes:
Mrs. Ada Swan still remains in about "I had Salt Rbeum or Eczema for years,
the same condition as when laat re- but nothing would cure it, until I used
Bucklen's Arnica Salve." A quick and
ported.
There is a great deal of sickness in this sure healer for cuts, burns and sores.
A. Shurtleff A
at
F.
section. Bad colds and grippe seem to 25
cents
be the trouble.
Co.'s Drug Stores, South Parie, West
The weather In this section has been Paris.
something fearful the past few days,
roads badly drifted with snow, and the
mercury has been way down in the 30
mark.

j

The c'othes

Elm House, Norway,
-] 'hursday, Feb. 2, and 1st Thuridày
Office
f each following month.
will be

y

OX

You used me 111, you whaled my back.
And strained my tendons on the track;
Th >ugh spite Is not presumed In Heaven
A dlspen-atl in may be given.

vens

Clothes for very little money.

Oculist,

A GRIM TRAGEDY

Stylish, Serviceable

In Warm,

β

J1

J1

Family Can be Fitted Out

Whole

I

Tenney,

Dr. Austin

And Stlllman N. Llttlehale of Riley Plantation
la appointed Agent to superintend the expenditure of aald tax and Is required to give bond aa
the law directe.
And It la hereby ordered that aald aaaeaament
be publlabed as tne law require·.

JONATHAN ΒARTLETT,) County Comr't
of the
RANDALL L. TAYLOR, {
EDWARD P. FAUNCE, ) County of Oxford.
▲ true oopy—attest
CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Gtoik.

Ladies'

Specialty

-

a

Store.

PREPARATIONS.

TOILET
We have

-

Toilet
large, complete and choice line of

:hat should be upon every

Perfumes, the favorite and

Lady's Dressing
new

Toilet and Bath Powders,

Case.

Preparations,

This stock includes :

odors, Sachet Powders, Tooth Powders,

Complexion Bloom,

for blonde and brunette,

articles.
Flair Lotion, Florida Water, and other useful and indispensable
us
Give
use.
This store is the place for every article for Ladiet'
1

call.

L·.
felephone

18-4.

M. LUKTT,
136 Main St., Norwty.

flcmocval

ïhe ©*ford

SOUTH PARIS.
TKAINS
Co!»* Ίο®"
MA
Im-iute·:

Gol'ug'up

«

All),

A.'*·

9 22

SOCTH

PARIS

* *· * (dall*. Sunday
4^4 P.*.
Sunday onl]

«

we»)-W« a. * 3^5 P. M..JM7 I
la; It Included). Sunday onl;

Ml IK

wiith i'ahis p«»»t omet.
M. to 7 30 P. M.
Office llimrs: 7 :30 A.
CllVttCBKS.

..iiitreitatlonal Church.

Klr»t <

I»rea<-hln»r

*βι

...,
1 tA m >"· I 7 ΌΟ ρ * ; Sunday Schot
Church ptin
> I' s ( Κ. at « οο ρ *
1 «
at 7 υ u'c'ock. A1
,,^Ιη* ..η Τ we-1 y evening
t:>erw)-e eonn»cteU. are cordially Invite·!.
MrthmlUU liurcta. Kev II. Λ. Clifford, Pattol
» 30 α. M
On sun-lav. η TDliiit prayer me»tlng
Sabbath Sebuo
«erv «·.· 10 45 a. m
rri. hinii
« 15 P.
M
M
Kl-w.-rth Letgue Meeting
prayer mee!
ι»raver meeting 7 00 p.
clase meeting, Frtda;
Ing Tuewlay evening;

eveiil'g

*V|Ut"f»»

κ»·ν. .1. Wallace Chesbro
Church
»ti Sun'iav, («reaching service W:4S a
p4-t«>r
12
prayer meeting 7 vu r
x»i.b»th School
»

nraver meetlug Tue«lay ev· nlntt
nlver-all-t ( liun h, Kev J. II. I.lttle. Pastor
hliii; aervlee every Suaday .t J:*» Ρ. M
Evening service,
-m· lay school at S » Ρ *.
m

1
Ι·Γ*

«

p

λΤΑΤΚΙ»

MhtTlNO».

Reirulai
Λ. M.—Parts Lodge. No. '.«4.
>η.-»·ι1η< Tue» lav evening on or before full moon
meet
Mica
Lodge,
regular
—Mount
r.
I. ,».«>.
In'., Thursday evening of each wees Aurort
lint an·I third Monday evening!
•>f e;« h month.
i> «ι K.— Mount Pleasan Kebekah Lodge, No
or eact
jt> fleets second and fourth Friday»
month '·» '>dd Fellows' Hall.
meeti
No.
148.
Poet.
K.
Kimball
\
tt.-W.
i!r-t an l thir l Saturday evening» of eact
R.
Hall.
G.
A.
in.nth.In
Kimball Relief Corp» meets flrel
W
Κ
of each month, li
a: : (Mr·! s at ur lay evenings
ke.let Cnflps Hall.
r II.-Paris Grange, from Muy 1 to »>ct. 1,
Saturday; during the
.Kit ar·* ιη·Ι thirl
binder <>f the year, meets every Sat un lay, In
r.
l»:an*e liai!.
Γ. < > U. c —Second and fourth Monday» ol
ea li month.
,al
s
ji. il. I'.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. Ul,
second and fourth Wednesday evenlnga
m
month.
arh
ol
f I'. —ItamUn Lodge, No. 31. meets every
Κ
a·· venlng at Pythian Hall.
fr
M· lern Woodmen of America —South Parts
and fourth Tuest
c. No. luiti?, meets second
atag· In Golden Cross Hall.
1&.1,
4; An anum.—Parris Council, No.
f;
at 7 30.
II eeti Urst and third Monday evenings
h

λ

—

Κlu-Ampment.

_

Ke h ear sal of Mt. Pleasant
this Monday evening.
K. Morse read

Λ.

meeting

at

Gorhani,

degree

Saturday
Maine.

at

team

grange

a

Mrs K. A. Howe visited Mrs. George
W. Kidlou in Portland last week.
Hon. James S. Wright was in Boston
.>n business the first of last week.
Kice of Providence, R. I., is visither mother. Mrs. E. O. Jewell.

Mrs.
ing

William Nowell of Fairfield is
siting her uiece, Mrs. J. P. Richardson.
Mrs.

\

Miss Lola Lane of West Paris was the
over
£ue:>t of Miss Susie M. Wheeler

Sunday.

J. P. Richardson, has been making
in the rear
repairs in the work room
of his store.
[ir. and Mrs. M. V\. Bessey of Waterville are guests at George K. Morton's
for a few days.

Jesse C. Howe and Roscoe Tuell were
drawn as traverse jurors for the March
term of court Saturday.
A. E. Forbes of the Democrat attended
the meeting of the Maine Press Association at Augusta last week.
An adjourned meeting of the I uiversalist parish will be held next Monday
evening, Feb. I», at the vestry.

Mrs. Dr. Hubbard of Lovell. who has
been visiting her daughter, Mrs. G. F.
Eastman, returned last Friday.

the
Elmer Thomas, a former clerk
Andrews House, was seen on our streets
recently. Mr. Thomas has been employed at a hotel in Strong.
at

The Seneca Club held their last meet-

in»· with Miss McArdle. A tine proDainty refreshgramme was given.
ments were served at the close.
"The Jolly Seven" eutertained about
forty quests at a chafing dish party at
(iraiid Army Hall Saturday evening,
iiaruee, refreshments, ami a jolly time.

supThe Congregational pulpit
plied on Sunday by Kev. J. 11. Hoffman
Kev. Norman
of North Heading. Mass.
McKinnon of Augusta will preach next
was

Sunday.

«
Μη Β
Adkins ot Hope1
t>· P.
Mr. andι Mrs.
were in
y ο
dale. Mass.,
being called
town a few days a* t
\dkins'
to Maine by the death of Μη», λ
father. Ε. A. Harlow.

ioriuer

■η» cfctwi·»

Κ°''7'7,Γ :» "· ζ

gregational chur.i
young people w

connected
utend their
«Μ«α

not

;,th any

other chuwh to
servit ee on Sunday e%
\ll will receive a very coruia

by

Cuwtteefi»»*'
Day. *

the
Decision

he

tri veil

in trie evening.

Penf
«»

welcome.

will
jtled. "What
,,

'rilf>

offering will be (or «b»'oa woik.
are invited.
Rebekab

M,.

An all day meeting was held at th β
The man who took my sleigh ο
Hebron Grange Halt Wednesday, Jar
The Seneca Club meets this Monda; Γ
IT WOULD 1
FROM
SI KO Ε
Delightful winter weather.
25, with a large crowd. It was Sisters ι1 the :4th of January to return it ι
WHY
A
evening with Mrs. Ε. A. Howe.
Wednesday, owing to the sever 3 Day and they did their beet to make th e once, or I shall make serious troubl
PAST CATS
SERIOUS THAN
MORK
The official board of the Methodis t
After the
winter and delayed mails the stages lei ; brothers enjoy themselves.
for him.
Η. M. BERRY,
INVASIONS.
PILLAR
church meets at the parsonage to-night
Norway for Waterford and Harrlsoi bad eaten u bountiful dinner they r<
n.
South Pari!
the mails.
to the hall to listen to a drain:
without
turned
Mrs. P. D. Higgins, who is seriousl·
"Tho New Woman's Refori „
Julius Judkitis pleaded guilty to
entitled,
,
was
taken to the hospital iu Lewis
ill,
Λ few years ago parts of Maine we 6
complaint of assault the first of th Club," In ono act. Characters:
ton for treatment
Sunday night.
overrun with the forest tent caterpilla r"1 week and was fined 95 and costs in th
Dell» Peabody l>ar»,
Ernest P. Crockett returned Saturday Trees were stripped, people were wo
Woithy i its Mrs. I. I'tillilp
municipal court.
I
is atl
Paulina llabcock Caullflover,
officer
the
from a visit of ten days to his sister ried—but the whole experience
installed
Drake
F.
E.
Mrs.
Worthy Vlco Mrs. P. Mar liai
too vivid in the memory of the observe
oi
Mrs. Record, in Assinippi, Mass.
No.
33,
of the Pythian Sisterhood,
Sec. Gertie Georgi
Ophell.-t Smith Snyder,
to need a detailed discussion here. Ti
Wednesday evening. Refreshments wer Adelaide Spooner Spider,Treas. M re. W. RArtlel
The players in the recent presentatioi •
is, that army of forest tent cate
point
served after the ceremonies and a tim
( on. Mrs. N.Conan
of the operetta "lA»ve and Whist," en
folly Robbet Raker,
pillars disappeared. "How did it ha;
socially.
Relx cca Heartahorn Shoemaker,
joyed a social evening at Mrs. Penfold'i > pen?" "Is there any reasou to thir passed
i
Lorlnda Live for ever Mo*es,
Editor Sanborn of the Advertiser am
Marshals Mra. A. George, Miss R. I'ackan
Friday night.
the caterpillars of the brown tail mot
F. II. Noyes of the Blue Store will re
Roxana Huotoon Jackson,
tl
than
destructive
more
be
will
any
Mr. Humphreys of Madison, of th«
turn from their trip south in the coursi
Guard Mrs. H. Georgi
they likely to last an of ten days. Mr. Noyes took the vaca Mary Ann Rrown O'llngerlonger,
engineering tirm of Stone 4 Humphreys others?" It"Are
is in reply to constantly r
Assistant G. Mrs. Nlcholi
will
re
was at South Paris on business the tirs!
longer?"
and
health
of
his
tion on account
Barbara Hancock Yellowhamin»r,
curring questions of this kind, asked <
of last week.
turn greatly improved.
Cond. Maldle Mood]
the Maine Agricultural Experiment St
Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Danforth lef Sueannah Doollttle Dayaprlng, Lizzie Phllllpi
The committee on the candy booth foi tion, that Mies Patch, the station ent<
Florence Smltt
for Pinehurst, N. C., the first of th< Ilannah Oliver Hunner,
Jeru'ha SnipeTlnklepaugh,
Agnes Ream
the Good Cheer Bazaar are asked by th« mologist, has prepared the following:
week. They will return some time it lilddy O'Fllnnlgan McGlnty, E.IUh Cushmai
chairman to meet at the lad'.es' parlor at
The forest tent caterpillar has man
and returning they wil Aristotle Ulogene· Spookondyke,
Going
April.
3:30 Wednesday afternoou.
Mr. Fred Marshall
natural enemies. There are tiny pan
visit points of interest along the way.
the eggs, and there ai
Closing song by
South Paris will have a good repre sites that attack
to the drifting snow the stree
and Hertlia Ceorgi
Owing
Gertie
Ststere
that breed in the cate
sen tat ion at Augusta Tuesday, at the larger parasites
cars were not in operation from Wednes
were iustailed at ou
are many birds that pic
who
officers
The
There
noon.
day evening until Thursday
hearing before the legal affairs commit- pillars.
as follows:
at the egg clusters, feed greedily upo
tee on the municipal lighting bill.
C. B. Cummings & Sons have larg» last meeting are
the caterpillars, and eat the motlii
Master—C- II. George
of pine timber landed on th(
quantities
dii
a
Overseer—Llewellyn Kecne.
Questions of special interest will come Besides these there is
contagious
ice at Norway Lake. They will put it
Steward—Fred Marshall.
before Win. K. Kimball Relief Corps at ease which has commonly appeare
about one million feet this season if thej
Asst. S —Herbert Bowman.
the meeting Saturday, Feb. 4, and every where the forest tent caterpillars hav
G. K.—Charles Marshall.
have good success in their operations.
which
member is requested to be preseut.
Kmma Phil ips.
Sec
numerous
destroy
become very
Wednesday afternoon Llewellyn II,
Ansel IWwman.
Treas
thousand.
Cushman and Grace K. Nevers were mar
The Epworth League will meet Wed- them by the
Lecturer—A bble Marshall.
conditions the foret
Under
ordinary
Cere i—Gertie George.
ried by Kev. B. S. Rideout at their new
nesday evening with Mr. T. M. Davis on tent
Pomona— Rertha (îeorge.
caterpillar and its natural enemie home on Mareton Street in this village
Main Street.
Indian
life and early
Flora—Mrs. L Keene.
c
balanced.
well
Enough
fairly
United States history will be considered. keep
The wedding was a quiet one with only j
A picture of the Master was presentei
the moths escape through egg, caterpi
few of the relatives of each present.
to the grange by Gertie George.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will give a lar, and moth stage to propagate th
They were at once driven to the Soutb
I supper and entertainment in their vesspecies. Enough of the parasites an
station where they took the afterParis
Maine News Notes.
]
try Wednesday evening of this week. other enemies are at work to keep th noon train for Bingham for a few days'
numerous.
Tea
at 0:40 followed by a silhouette
from
getting
(Supper
caterpillars
stay with Mrs. Cuehman'e brother, Dr.
after year this state of atfaira continues
party. Prices as usual.
Harry II. Nevers. Mr. CuRhman is onProfessor Chapman has secured Emm;
a little one ses
the
gaining
caterpillars
The regular business
Kiintcs tut the leading artist at the nex
meeting and
gaged in the trucking business and
to be driven bacl
only
son,
town
perhaps,
Maine music festivals.
{social of the Methodist Ladies' Aid within bounds the next. All this tim most favorably known throughout
as one of Norway's most prosperous and
S»>ciety will be held with Mrs. Swett man
no heed—caterpillars, birds
Dr. Charles A. Eastman of Old Or
pays
man
is
Gusli
Mrs.
citizens.
All members
enterprising
Wednesday afternoon.
braconids, tachina (lies, ichneumon die the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. J. chard, charged with the murdor throng!
I and those interested are most cordially and
unobserv
battles
their
of Miss Edith 8. Mclntyre ο
disease tight
Nevers and for several years has worked malpractice
invited.
the young womai
ed in forest and orchard and roadsid
for Mrs. V. W. Hills. They have a large ! Boolbbay Harbor,
1!K)4,
The Epworth League plan a special tangle.
circle of friends. Upon their return dying at his sanatorium April 1,
>
celebration of Washington's birthday at
After a while, however, things ma;
and found guilty of manslaughter in tlx
commence
once
at
will
housekeephas
beer
the Methodist church, aud hope for a get unbalanced. Perhaps so many para they
Court,
York
County Supreme
ing at their new home which Mr. Cushsentenced to one year in Alfred jail.
large attendance to hear music, ad- sites have haunted a certain vicinity tha man has recently newly fitted up.
dresses, and au account of a visit to Mt. all the caterpillars have been killed am
A. W. Whitehouse installed the offiInsurance
James Sherwood, alias James Shan- Dutchess
Vernon.
the succeeding generation of parasitei cers of
Norway Grange:
non, alias Fatty Ghee, was recently ar
seek hosts elsewhere or die with
must
POUGHKEEPSIE, Ν. Y.
M.—lolm Λ. Uobeits.
The grange meeting on Saturday was
.'rested in Baltimore and has been
In consequent
().—Fred Perry.
Assets I>ec. SI, 1UH.
will be
After out depositing eggs.
where
he
to
I
interesting and well attended.
Portland,
brought
S.—Frank W od.
there would be a thinning out of tlx
$ 37,5000
court on Itcal K-tate
States
United
the
in
degree work the program was given by
\m
Nee<tham.
A.
8.—
arraigned
in this vicinity and if moths ο
15,300 01
Mortgage I'Oan*,
Mrs. Haggett'sside from Mrs. Twitchell, parasites
L< c.—Kdw'.u Cox
of robbing the Bowdoinham Stocks
the
charge
ami
file,937 (X
thii
into
Bonds,
the forest tent caterpillar tly
I'bail.—Mro.Geo. Iforr.
Mr.
118,100 3:
last July. He was one of Cash In Olllce anil Hunk
office
Hammond, Mrs. Haggett, Mrs.
post
the
caterpillan
See —Mr». W. O. Perry
place and deposit eggs,
47,950 71
Balances,
Churchill, Mrs. King aud Mrs. Frank stand
twenty-three "yeggmen" rounded up by IAgents'
Trea» —Cha«. W. Ryer.-on.
a pretty good chance of thriving
utcreet ami Rente
2,562 2i
G. K.—Frank Co*.
Maxim.
detectives in Baltimore.
for
a
motl
and
One hundred
fifty eggs
L. \. 8.—Mr». Henry .1. liangs
Grose Assets
$828,350 4(
Pomona— Mr», .lohn Λ. Roberts.
A ten million dollar mortgage has re- to lay is a very conservative estimate
John E. Carltou, a Bangor carpenter, Deduct Items not admitted
037 44
Flora—Mrs. Fre<l I'erry.
cently been recorded at the registry of Suppose ten moths find this favorabb
years of age, was burned to death in
Ceres— llattle Crooker.
Admitted Assets
$827,7139ti
deeds. It is given by the International spot and most of their descendant)
his homo early in the morning of the
Librarian—Mr». Wlnelow Marston.
I
Llalillltles Dec. 31,1904.
.Janitor— Frink Cox.
22d. After he had returned home the
l*aper Co. to the Colonial Trust Co. to should develop and deposit eggs, th<
Executive Committee—Fns'l Rowe, C. b>. frree$ 51,«>«5 9?
his wife and two chil- Set Unpaid Losses
It must be re- next season would find about 225,(KK
secure an issue of bonds.
night
preceding
man and Irving lirown.
Unearned Premiums,
402,917 64
A. dren left the house and spent the night All other
corded iu every district where the Inter- caterpillars there. Perhaps in anothei
C.
Finance Committee—C. P· Barnes,
2,752 87
liabilities,
national Paper Co. owns real estate, and district the climatic conditions are sucli Fro t and Β Tucker.
with a neighbor. In the morning Carl- Cash C apital
200,000 00
VI.
bdllh
Mrs.
L
J.
Brown,
47
Resolutions—Mrs.
all
liabilities
not
over
has
110,125
apis therefore on the records in a large that the caterpillar disease
ton's body was found at the foot of tho Surplus
Dunn and Mrs. Lizzie E. Loverlng.
he had
iM.rtion of the counties in northern New peared and there are a few hundred
evidently Total liabilities and surplus,
Relief—A. D. Cuuimlng*, U 8. G. Abbott, C. front stairs where
$827,712 SO
»on, Levi Richardson, Leila Wateon, fallen headlong while descending with a
England and Sew York, and in numer-1 thousand healthy caterpillars there. Mm.Richard
W.M. J. WH'SKLKK A CO., Agents,
Towne and
L.
Emma
Mrs.
H.
K.
Wyman.
broken
by
ous places in Canada.
Perhaps in a third locality something Mr». Edith Green leaf
lighted lamp, which had been
■Soutti 1'arls, Maine.
was nearly all
has happened to thin out the black birds
Library—Mr». Emma L. Noble, Mr». Bessie the fall. Ilis clothing
An Enjoyable Evening.
and
the
birds
Dunn.
L
roasted.
<»CO
insect
Mrs
and
tlesh
Β Delano
and other
eating
burned off and his
literally
STATE OF IVI.IIME
Enteit lnnient—Mrs. insle A. Cox. Mr* LInnle Mis nose was broken and it is
On Thursday evening of last week caterpillars have increased rapidly there.
presumed
Bartlc.it, Mr». Ella F. Itowe, Mrs Inez M. CumSupreme Judicial Court.
the tirst of a series of musicales was given When some such conditions as these mings ami Mrs Ella Perry
that he was stynned by the fall. A fire OX k"ORD, sh.
To the Hon. Ju-tl-e of the Supreme Judicial
under the auspices of the Schubert Quar- cases suggest become general,—when
Reception Committee—Mr». Carrie A. Robert*, wis smoldering in the woodwork, but
Aca
holilen
at Paris, In ami for thi
Court
next
to
be
Hattie
Oxnar.i,
Mr». Zola H Whitehouse,
tette at the home of Miss (»race Thayer, a the caterpillars are at high tide and
little damage resulted to tho building.
D. Fro»t, Λ Ivln Hrown au-l E'lward Packard.
County of Oxfosd, ou the second Tuesday ol
member of the quartette, to about thirty- their natural enemies are at ebb tide,—a
Α. I). l'.)05: Respectfully lie présente, FanMarch,
While a party consisting of Mrs. Etta
nie K. Burnell of Oxford, In the County of
tive invited friends. The programme caterpillar plague results, such as ocIn 1843 one of the leading railroads of
sister of Llewellyn II.
Oxford, that ahe was lawfully married to John
consisted of vocal and instrumental curred in Maine a few years since, and Norsewortliy,
of Bethel, the United States printed on its time II. Huruell, formerly of Boston, In the CommonLizzie
Mrs.
Young
"Where
Cushman,
of
the
music much to the delight
guests people taken by surprise ask,
table: "The locomotive will leave tho wealth of Massachusetts. on the l'Jth day of Janaud Etta Nevers, sisters of Mrs. L. II.
A. !>. ltfJT, at Mo-ton aforesaid, and has
..resent. The quartette was assisted by have they come from?"
at 10 o'clock if the uary,
Fred Brock of Wells Kivcr, depot every day
cabled with him as hie wife In the State of
one
Cushman,
from
S.
colony
Mrs.
Cora
the
Then
Mr. George A. Brings.
parasites Hy
fair."
weather
is
at Oxford, aforesaid, till about the
rewere
Maine,
driven by Herbert Black,
Bri·'"". Mr. Carl Brings and Mrs. Agnes where they are numerous to others and, Vt.,
eleventh da ν of October. A. I). 11100; that bIij has
from South Paris station where
always conducted herself as a true and faithful
Penfold. The appearance of these] so long as their hosts are plentiful, in- turning
GREATLY IN DEMAND.
had been to see Mr. aud Mrs. Cushwife toward the said John l{. Burnell, but he
artists before a South Paris audience crease enormously in uumbers. Disease they
hie marriage vows ami
|
man started on their wedding trip, they
is more in demand than a wholly rigardlcee of
Nothing
would certainly indicate a success, which starting in one locality spreads widely.
deserted your said libellant, with
with a serious accident, on Paris medicine which meets modern require- duty, utterly cau-e, on
the aforewld eleventh
events of the After a season or so the caterpillars have mot
of
the
outj'jrtlflalile
into
one
developed
bit part- ments for a blood and system cleanser, (11th) day of October, A. D. 1900, which eal«i
people, Street near the cemetery. The horse
thus disappeared, and again
uuer desertion has continue 1 for more than
be- such as Dr.
The
mouth.
horse's
in
Pills.
ed
the
Life
New
have
They
"Where
King's
It would be impossible for the quar- equally astonished ask,
Hire.1 consecutive years next prior to the H.lng
came unmanageable and ran for home. are just what you need to cure stomach of this libel, since which time of desertlou she
tette to entertain all their friends.at they gone?"
were thrown or and liver troubles.
either
F.
A.
has received no support whatever from him;
At
The
them.
·
·
·
compauy
Try
which
·
«
•
once without going to a large hall,
he has been guilty of cruel and abujumped from the sleigh. Mrs. Norse- Shurtleff & Co.'s, South Paris. West and
would destroy the social home spirit,
sive treatment; that the re ldcn>e of said John
is
exempt
entirely
Mrs. Young Paris. 25
No living thing
her back,
injurod
worthy
K.
guaranteed.
Ilurnell
U unknown to your ilbeilaU and can
cents,
musicales
of
home
therefore a series
frum natural checks. But it sometimes her neck and Miss Nevers broke her left
not l>e ascertained by re is mable diligence.
has been planned, ami at each gathering
so far as man's intereste
Wherefore sha pravs that the bonds of matrl
that
Brock
Mr.
ankle.
the
above
at the other happens
Moth Gray's Sw*et Powders for Children,
a list of friends uot present
inonv
and now existing, between hci
decided- leg just
are concerned the^e checks are
was somewhat injurod.
They are all Suoccssfu'iy use by Mother Gray, nurse in the and herl.eretoforo,
said husbtnd, be dissolved. They hau
assembly will be iuvited.
insufficient. No one, for instance, doing as well as could bo expected.
In New Vork. ί-'urc feverish- no children.
ilomc
Children's
ly
South' Paris has just reason to be dreams of leaving the potato beetle tc
Disorders, move
Dated ut l'art.-, Maine, this 19th day of Jan
Tho election of officers in Oxford lies.··, Rad Stomach, Teething
nd rccul.stc the Rowels and hestrov Worms
proud of its musical talent and the natural enemies!
uary, A. I>. 1!(05.
on WednesArk
No.
Mariners,
1,
nrrtr
testimonial
Lodge,
FANNIE E. BURNELL.
fiver 3<·,οηι
They
fail. At all
Schubert Quartette is a tine illustration
motfc
brown-tail
the
The history of
drnirgl-te, 23c. Sample FUEK. A dress, Allen
day evening resulted as follows:
of what South Paris can offer to the
cater
tent
forest
the
S.
Y.
of
Le
S. Oluisted,
Roy,
differs from that
Ven. Pat.—Chas. F. Rtdlon.
STATE OF MAINE.
lovers of music.
native
Even in Europe, its
Λ Master—Eugene E. Andrews.
«β.
Ju.si.itts.
At the close of the programme light pillar. natural
oxroRo,
L. Proctor.
\.
not
Mat·
A
have
proved
haunt,
agents
Then personally appea cd the above namui
Born.
Cha*. II. A«lann.
Tiea»
refreshments were served, and as the
of holding the pest iu check
Kani.Ie É Bui nell and made oath to the truth υ
L Kimball.
capable
Sec.—Mertou
winter
bitter
in
the
out
guests went
the foregoing libel for divorce bv her signed It
and for more than une hundred years ir
Tyler—T. Cross.
In Porterfleld, Jan. 17, to the wife of Γ. K. my presence and especially to that part relating
wind on their way home, there was a
»:
»i.„ v...........
have beer
some European countries laws
auuuai luwiiug
ΛΙ lUC
to the îesldence of John It. Ilurnell.
l.ewls, η eon.
to
them
that
enabled
heart
the
in
joy
Before me,
In Weot Fryeburg, .Ian. 20, to tbc wife of It.
in fore* making it obligatory on the peo Water Company at the National Bank
JAMES S. WRIGHT,
laiigh at old winter's storms.
K. Hutchlns, a eon.
pie to destroy winter nests. an
Monday evening the old officers were reJu.-itlee of the Peace.
In Oxford, Jan. 1C, to the wife of Clarcncc
Following is the programme:
that
imported elected.
It is not uncommon
a eon.
Graffitm,
Gottechtlk
l'lano Svlo. Val-e I'o
white weed
In Canto ι, -Ian. 15, to the wife of Charles I>lll'
evening a snowsboe party
pest (e. g., English sparrow,
Monday
Mrr Ujiup.
State ok Maine.
(seal.)
lnirh:im, a eon.
^ orange hawk weed, etc.) is more serious
consisting of Mr. and Mrs. John A.
In Turner, Jan. 36, to the wife of Fred W, I Countv OK OXFOKO, 88 :
is
on it!
than
it
new
surroundings
J.
in its
Bangs, Tlrrell, η eon.
Woodman, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Supreme Judicial Court, In Vacation,
Ktuieu>t native
Vieil· Solo, Schubert. Serenade.
ground, a condition explainec Dr. and Mrs. Harry P. Jones, Tbe Misses
January 25, A. I). 1U05. i
Carl Brlgp·»·
land
t(
the
that
fact
the
tbe
visited
F.
Jones
>.Lyne sometimes, by
Beal and Mrs. W.
Duet Shailowtown.
Upon tiie Foregoing Libel, ORDERED
Married.
Mr* Wtleofc. Mrs. Smiley.
which it migrates lacks some of tbi Woodman cottage on the easterly shore
That the Libellant give notice to the said John II
°
Ilurnell. Libellée, to appear before the Justlci
CU»ra rlng a-rto#.
checks which have acted against it else of the lake and enjoyed an oyster stew.
yu»rteUe.
of our Supreme Ju llclal Court, to be holden a
In N'orway, Jau 25. by Rev. B. 8. Hideout
°
where.
the
Mr. and Mrs. Albert H. Williamson of Mr.
Sl|(lit.
within and for the Countr of Oxford, oi
I'arts,
Sung, Sltll ω
an I Miss Grace Κ
Cntdiraan
H.
About seven years ago there were onlj Kumford Falls are visiting friends in Ν vers,Llewellyn
the second Tuesday of March, Α. D. lit 5, b;
both of Norway.
» " '•l"oto
ii
Vlultn
moth
publishing an atcstcd copy of sail libel, am
a few colonies of the brown-tail
In v'orwav, Jan. 25, by Rev. Β S Hideout. Mr
town for a few days.
L""
thl« order thereon, three weeks successively li
Guv L Walker of Norway and Mise Carrie Ε
Eastern Massachusetts where it was in
Maud A. York of bamariscotta Mills Johnson
- ■«.
Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed li
the
of East Oxford.
ν
yuartttte.
troduced. This winter the hibernating is visiting at Albert P. Bassett's for a
I'arts, lu our County of Oxford, the Uret publl
In Kumford, .Ian. 21. et the residence of T). C
Selected
Main*
PU„°
southern
in
cation
t-j be 30 days at least prl r to paid secom
thick
Mr.
Eifclli
are
Bart'clt
colonies
Bradoen, bv F. II.
Esq
week.
BrtM4 Mr# peaft)U1
Tuesday of March, 1905, that he may there an·
both of Rum
and scattered colonies occur at leas
Dec. 31st, at 7:30 Wood and M se Violet A Blxby,
evening,
In our said Court appear and show cause
Tuesday
then
Onk Who was Thkrk.
ford
thii
If any he have, why the prayer of said Libellait
half way down the coast line of
o'clock, tbe ladies of tbe Universalist
In South l'arle, Jan. 22, by Rev. Fr. Jamee Λ
state. Massachusetts has already suffer Circle will give a supper and entertain- Kl» h η. Mr Joseph Jacques of Berlin, Ν. II. should not be grauted.
Fire at the Andrews house.
HENRY C. PEABODY.
and Miss Marlza Bolsvert of Norway.
ed a severe infestation from this poison
ment at Concert Hall. The programme
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court
In Norway, Jan 22, by Rev. C. A. Brooks, Mr
destructive caterpillar. Th< for tbe entertainment will bo as follows: CllflT>rd
and order of court thereon
Hind
of
A
true
oub and
Allw
copy
Bessie
Mise
Casper Krost and
Attest: CHAKLE- F. WHITM AN, Clerk.
TO SKVKBAI. ROOMS KAKLY threat
OAMAtiK
hangs heavily over Maine—ι
Mf»· Frank Kimball anil Κ. K. Tower. lirackelt, both of Norway.
for Libellant.
A
Wheeler,
Attorneys
Ε.
K.
forests
Wright
Rev.
our
bv
be.
Doughtv
Ν
c
wcom
Jan.
11
a
ry
In lia bor,
14,
« harartcr Son*.
threat against our orchards,
FKIOAY MOKMNO.
and Mrs
and our comfort am MuM«*al Sketch, M irjorle Marker. Mert>m Tower. (i A. Allen, M. D., of Fryeburg
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Fire which was discovered in the
Andrews House ut un early hour Friday
morning did considerable damage before
it was tiually disposed of. Mrs. Shaw,
the proprietor, was up with her daughter, Mrs. Higglns, who was ill, and it
was doubtless due to this fact that the
tire did not get a dangerous start. Mrs.
Sliaw suielled smoke for some time, and
tiually discovered that there was fire
around the chimney, between the ceiling
of the parlor and the tloor above.
The alarm was given at a few minutes
after -I o'clock, and considering the hour
a very prompt response was made, and
good work was done by the firemen.
Holes were broken through the plastering, aud a chemical extinguisher did
good service before any water was available. Then a hydrant stream was put
The
on, and the fire was drowned out.
damage by tire vas contiued to the parlor and the chamber above, and was not
and smoke
very extensive, but water
did damage to other parts of the house.
There was not a great deal of blaze,
though the fire had evidently been
smouldering for some time.
Evidently the fire started from a hot
chimney. The peculiar feature of the
; case is that there is no funnel running
! into this chimney below the third floor,
and no one knew the soot in the chimney
after the outside fire
I was on fire untilThe
was discovered.
chimney was very
hot, and continued so for a long time
after the fire was extinguished.
The loss is cvvered by insurance.

resorts,

health.
With more than a century's standing
iu
in Europe and a steady and appalling
in Nev
crease for the past seven years
Englaud theie is no reason to supposi
that the brown-tail motb will be con
trolled by natural causes. The histon
has con
of the forest tent caterpillar
iti
cerned chietly the caterpillar and
The history of tbi
natural enemies.
concerue<
far
brown-tail moth has so
mos
the pest aud man. This insect is
admirably equipped for the siege. T<
be met successfully it must be fough
with utmost vigilance. There is, fortu
one practical vulnerable point
ι
The burning of each winter nest puts

nately,

colony

of l*>Oor more young

caterpillar

death. Each nest, left undeetroye<
this winter, liberates early next sprini
the same number of poisonous caterpil
to

lars to ravage until into the summer
when they undergo the change to tin
winee<
egu laying moth form (white
blov
and brown tailed), subsequently to
wherever the wirds list or to fly where
ever lights attract.
There is no law concerning the brown
tail motb, and no state or town officia
Id
has any authority in the matter.
necet
dividual action of each citizen is
insect. Culled an
sary to check this
burn etary nest ami the brood is eztermi
nuttd. A special bulle'in of the Main
d<
Agricultural Expeiiment Station
scribes the brown-tail moth and a cop
will be sent on application.
CHAS. D. Woods,
Director Maine Experiment Station.
Okono, January, 1905.

/·,
Rf*
I'lanu So o,

Kev. Mr. Davie.
Rlchar.l Stllee.

Ella Lewis of Τ ovcll.

In Bethel, Dec. 81, by R)v. C Ν Gleason, Mr
frank Kimball. Charles Dunham of Bethel and Miss Viola Ε
υ
Cummlng* of * Ibany.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeland Howe were at
In Westbrook, Jan. 23. by Rev. C F. Parsons
Bet-sic F
Augusta this week in the interest of the Mr. Oscar Foster of Norway and Miss
of Westbrook.
Valentine
An
apOld Ladies' Home of Norway.
propriation is wanted to assist in runDied.
ning the institution.

The

M

Fretful

re.

Porcupine

in

Oxford.

In Denmark, Jan. 18, William Lord, aged 0'
years. 8 months, M days.
In Chatham, Ν. II., Horace Chandler.
In Portland, Jan IT, Mrs. Adelaide (Mason
Greeuleaf, a native of Bethel, aged 49 jears.
In Ilanover, Jan 17, Mrs. Caroline Bartlett
aged 82 years, 3 months.
In Brownlleld, Jan. 21, Mary, wife of Ernes

It appears that Oxford County bas
done about its fair share during the past
two years in exterminating porcupines
and running a bill against the state. Of
the pretty little sum of $30,873 which it
will take to pay the bounties for the entire state, Oxford County towns are entitled to $1690.25. Mexico and Oxford
are the only towns where there hasn'Î*
been some slaughter. The other towns
in the county are entitled to amounts as
Andover,
$118.25;
follows: Albany,

Frlik.
In Harbor, Mrs. Sarah, widow of Lewis Howe

aged 74 years.

Jan.

20, Mrs Eliza E. Clark, agei

In Albany,
72 years, 4 months.
In PorterOeld, Jan IS, Henry Merrlfleld, age<
59 yet'», 11 months.
ο
In Boston, Jan. 11), Mrs. Mary Walters
Brldgton, formerly of lllram. Lucia F. Willi
In Lynn, Maes Jan. 18, Mrs
Perkins, formerly of Hebron, aged 93 years,

Bankrupt's

son,

$53;

Newry,

$85.25;

Norway,

In
In

Two

Jan.

I

of Maine:

e. mvson, of Bethel, in th
County of Oxford, ami State of Maine, li
said Dlet> let, respectfully represent- that oi
the :27th day of August, Inst past, he was dul;
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress ri
latlng to ltunkruptcy; Unit he has duly eurren
f property
•lered all his property ami rights
with all the requirement
and lm-> fully
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touchlnj
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That ho may be decreei
bv the Court to havo a full discharge from al
debts provable against his estate under sal<
bankruptcy Acte, except eurh debts ae are ci
cepted by law from eucli discharge.
Dated this 14th day of January, A. D. 1005.
HERBERT Ε MASON, Bankrupt.

Herbert

of

good wearing

cot-

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.

For Sale.

good

work horses,

one

District ok Maine, es.
On this 21st day of Jan., A. D. 1905, on rea>!
Ing the foregoing iietlllon, It Is
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be ha
11
upon the same on the 10th day of Feb., A.Dl·
liK'5, before said Court at Portland, In said
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that m
tl. e thereof be published In the Oxford Demc
crat, a newspaper printed In said District, an
that all known creditors, and other pcreone 1
Interest, may appear at the said time and ploct
and show cause, If any they have, why th
prayer of said petitioner should not be gran te
Ami it Is further or-'ered by the Court, Tim
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known crc<
Itors copies of said petition and this order, at
dressed to them at their places of residence a
eta ted.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge u
the said Court, and the seal tin reof, at Port lain
In said District, on theSlet day of Jan., A. I
ltft'5.
JAMES Ε. li EWE Y, Clerk.
[L. s.J
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.

WINTER EATING RUINS STOMACH!

j

29c.

eyes,

LOT of soft muslin, very full,
round neck with two rows fine lace inribbon and lace, 50c.

sertion, beading,

ONE LOT of cambric muslin, full front,
two rows beading and ineertion front

gathers

and back, edged with lace,
with ribbons,

LOT robes of good cotton, full
sizes, yoke of line tucks and hamburg
ineertion, high neck, ruffle on neck
98c.
and yoke,
...

ONE

Skirts.

ONE

ONE LOT of a good wearing cotton,
good width, 18 inch flounce with two ONE LOT robes of line heavy muslin,
clusters of hemstitched tucks, deep
good length, regular sizes, yoke of
98c.
hem, dust ruffle,
clusters of fiue tucks and

insertion,
09c.
$1.25
ruffle on sleeve and at ncck,
all
of
ONE
LOT
full
cotton,
front,
good quality
ONE LOT of fine muslin,
of
Ί
of
fine
soft
ONE LOT robes
muslin,
sizes, full flounce of three rows
deep yoke, three rows lace insertion,
inch lace insertion, fuur clusters of
pointed yoke of line tuck» and lace
ribbon and lace, gathers with silk rib98c.
tine tucks and :i inch laco edge, dust
insertion, round neck gathered with
.....
bftn,
silk ribbon, wide lace and insertion
§1.50
ruffle,
$1.98
cuff, full sizes,
ONE LOT skirts of good muslin, wide
made
robes of fine muslin, all sizes,
ONE LOT of good cotton, all sizes,
flounce with four rows lace insertion, ONE LOT
full, flounce with clusters of fine tucks,
yoke of all over embroidery, beading
ruffle on flounce edged with bow knot
50c.
around yoke with one inch silk ribedged with hamburg,
11.75
lace,
bon, tine hamburg rutile around neck
$2 49
and sleeve, good sizes,
ONE LOT skirts of heavy cotton, 21

Short Skirts.

Chemise.

good soft muslin, deep
yoke of two rows wide lace insertion
and beading with silk ribbon, lace
edge, skirt has deep ruIHe with fine
$1.00
tucks and lace edge,
LOT of

ONE

Drawers,

ONE LOT of good wearing cotton, wide
umbrella ruftle with lace and inser29c.
tion,

inch flounce, four clusters of fine
2 inch hamburg insertion, 0

tucks,

Ίο not

We have many odd lots of Skirts, CorONE LOT skirts, very fine cotton, 21 set (.'overs, Iiobes and Drawers, not a
These
inch flounce, two clusters of fine tucks, full line of sizes in any of these.
two rows of two inch hamburg inser- are slightly soiled or crushed.
They are
tion, eight inch hamburg ruffle, dust marked down about one-fourth. Some

$2.98 good values.

ruffle,

in*t^led

I

j

;

ïtîis^iSïS^'-·

I

ablSrîlgb'y
^

^Vasin

musical PJ*r^c#

"'-.StU

-{music
II

r|

and tucks for

Ladies'

even

if you

St.,

FOR SALE.

light dynamo,

One 30

tively

For

new.

price,

compara·

inquire

etc.,

ARTHUR HEBBARD,
Norway, Maine.

of

School Shoes.

PARKER'S
Κ AIR BALSAM

Our Daisy

Clear.vi ir.d beau'..fie» th« h«lr.
l'ruinolej » luauriant growth.
Never Fall.1 to Uestoro Gray
Hair to It* Youthful Color.
Curt» acalp diwaec· Ic hair failing.
fOc. and tl.MJ at I)ruggi»U

Wanted.

A man and wife to work on Uuckfield
Town Farm for one year commencing the
tiret day of March, 1905. Present family
consists of three, two able to labor.
MERRITT PARSONS, ) Overseers
/ of Poor.
ELLIS WHITMAN,

Is

E. W.

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish I

and it carries

Sizes 6

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
Matched Hard Wood Floor Hoards for sale.

J.

ClUIVDIiDR,

ΜΟηβ.

PRICES
-AT-

Maxim & Russell's.
per bush.

Corn

;

Meai.
Cracked corn,
Oats

$0 61

per

10·» lbs 1 45
"

"
"

Standard bran
Fancy middlings
C'lniaz middling*
Brown middlings
Mtied feed,
Haskell stock feed,
Baled shavings,
Choice hay

"
·'
"
"
"

per

bale,

perloolbs

Straw.

ïdeaT (iour

»

100

"

Wheat

Cctton Seed ileal
Winter bran
Pllk bran.

l ift
1 20
US
145
140
1 25
1 30
1 39
30

Diamond Bread Flour
Gobi Medal Bread Flour
a Blended Flour,

Columbus,

Straw taken in

exchange

44

Si

44

ii£

1.00

to II,
to

1.25

2,

F. PLUMMER, ÉKS&,.
Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

30c.
and

CASTORIA for Infants and Children.
Tin Kind You Have Always Bought

106-3.

ruffle

..93c.

/J~~

'k"oi

Closing; Out Sale
of Ladies' Kid, Button and Lace Boots.
Former Prices from $1.50 to $3.50.
Sale Price $1.00 to close.
Can be Seen in Window

W. 0. k G. W.

|B>PPBceo
P.

MAINE.

g®^tore

A

For

c
F.

CO.

a

Tonic take

Compound Syrup

of

A.

would be glad to

our

Hypophosphitos

especially

diseases of the throat and lungs. For
system after grip, it has no equal.

HOWE,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

building

up the

PINT BOTTLES 75 CENTS.
AT THE PHARMACIES OF

Mark Down Sale
of Stable and Street BLANKETS.
I shall sell all my stock of winter blankets at
A few fur robes left that must go at

Γΰ

M

t.o IN.
/In flit<9

rAWAD

a

r/\Y\Jn,

low

a

price.

bargain.

PROP. OF THE TUCKER
harness store,

Norway,

F. A. SHURTLEFF& CO.
2 Stores,
F.

▲.

SHITBTLEFF A.

I Maine.

{
CO..

CASTORIA For Infants and Children.

TjMjUd Yofjiio AJwiji Bought

F.

A.

Bears the

~~

at»—»

NUl'BTtEFF * CO.

It is a combination of medicinal agents capable of
stimulating the appetite, giving tone to the entire
dissystem, supplying the energy needed to overcome
valuable in the treatment of
It is
ease.

show you.

MRS. E. A.

S/ffî-*-/

;·

eill'BTLKI'F

A.

Frothingham,

PARIS,

SOUTH

CASTORIA for Infants and Children,
Th> Kind You Hav· Alwais Bought

Robes with insertion

only

choice line which

shoe.

$ -75

Telephone

"*

per "bbl. 6 50
« 30
"
«35
"
«35
"
β 00
"
6 75
"
7 00
"
7 00
"
6 75

Stock's Rent Patent
Uly White
White Loaf,
Harvest King,
Crosby Bread Flour,

we

a

YEAR'S

NEW

Night

stylish

8,

to

31 Market

Mioale for Sale.
A number of good shoats for sale.
B. F. CUMMINGS,
South Paris.
Dec. 5, 1904.

Hay and
for grain.

It's

guarantee.

button.

or

Ifln want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
Outside work, send In your order*. Pine Lum
i>cr and Shingles on band Cheap for Cash.

w.

Boys and

Comes in Vici Kid and box Calf, lace

Also Window & Door Frames,

K.

our

sensible, serviceable and

I will furnish DOORS nnd WINDOWS of any
Mie or Style at reasonable ptfeea.

*ν<·«1 >»ι*ηιη«Ί

School Shoe for

a

Girls that is made of Solid Leather,

Ducktield, Jan. 11, 11)05.

for
a new

goods

Norway, Me.

Our Ladies' Drawers with tucks
Also

to show

127=129 Main

At Mrs. E. A. Howe's for this week.
our

Mark Downs.

inch fine hamburg ruffle, dust ruffle,
92.25

Glad
If in need of anything in the line of Underwear, be sure to see our line.
and
careful
attention.
our
orders
receive
Mail
to
care
prompt
purchase.

Underwear Sale.

Examine

Night Robes.

ONE LOT robes of good wearing cotton,
ton, loose front, yoke front and back ONE LOT of fine
50c.
high neck with ruffle, all sizes,
muslin, umbrella rufof two rows insertion and lace, gathfle with fine tucks and butterfly patONE LOT robes of good wearing cotton,
25c.
ers with silk ribbon,
tern lace insertion and lace edge, very
all sizes, yoke of tine tucks and ham·
ONE LOT of good cotton, loose front,
75c.
neat,
burg insertion, line hamburg ruffle,
in
insertion
inch
two
of
two rows
Also many other styles and prices.
75c.
front, lace around neck and arms-

complletf

24, Charles G. Morrison

!

)

[in

Bankruptcy
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Clarence IIai.e, Judge of the DU
trlct Court of the United States for the Dlstrk

Maiden, Mass., Jan. 20. A. G Keckard.
Huckfleld, Jan. 22, Mrs. David Record

$56 25; Paris, $5; Peru, $76.50; Porter,
aged 68 years.
$31; Roxbury, $5.25; Kumford, $21;
In Ruuiford,
#01.75
Stow,
$158.50;
Stoneham,
a»-ed 76 years.
Sweden.
Upton,
$36.50;
Sumner, $61.50;
$29.75; Waterford, $56.50; Woodstock,
$56; Milton Pl., $45.

Discharge.

Petition for

In the matter of
HERBERT Ε Μ Λ «ON,

Browntield,
$.<2.25; Bethel, $108.75;
$03.50; Buck field, $5.75; Byron, $0; months.
Jan. 22, Frank L. Tucker, agi
Canton, $8; Denmark, $113; Dixfield, 44 In Waterfonl,
years.
$16.25; Fryeburg, $25.50; Gllead, $30.50;
In North Brldgton, Jan. 24, Mrs. Sophtunli
Grafton, $17.25; Greenwood, $140; Han- Bernant.
In
Boston, Jan. 17, Mrs. Frank (Knight) Drew
over, $27.75; Hartford, $22.25; Hebron,
formerly of Waterford.
$25; Hiram, $37.25; Lovell, $24.25; Ma
In Peru. Jan. 24, Mrs Ellen Babb.

Joeeting off^H»ml^

[«•ponded appropriately.

covers

J

vrsxtszs:^^·

A.CM»rJ«' «5»^îïï.0„(

ONE LOT

LOT good quality cotton, umbrella ruffle with fine tucks, one inch
50c.
ineertion and three inch lace, v

ONE

...

r^
Pon

»erved.

season we

we

Corset Covers.

..

Maine is soon to have a headquarter!
three heifers
for her sons in this city, following the g'-od driver, five cows,
The Christian
of Vermont and New Hamp »
E.
CUMMINGS,
M.
examples
social
Basket Ball.
the Congregational churt ga
shire, says the Boston Transcript. The
h
West Paris, Me.
to about one hundred of t ne
The recently organized basket ball FOUND A CUKE FOR 1NDIGESTIOÎ
Pine Tree State Club has practical!}
^
last Monday evening at fa.·
the arrangements for taking
team of Paris High School played its
completed
an
The first of the
I use Chamberlain's Stomach
first game with Sabattus High School at
possession of and fitting up for this pur
th.
Twentietl
The score Liver Tablets for indigestion and fin
listening to some une
evening.
Sabattus
Saturday
;
pose the club-house of the
I
j Shaw< an<
Con- that they suit my case better than an
at the corner of Ashburtor I
was 1*5 to 10 in favor of Sabattus.
club,
Century
ever tried and
have
I
The
first
Hill.
"NOW 18 THE TIME YOU NEED MI-O-NA,1
Paris'
remedy
Beacon
was
this
game, dyspepsia
and Somerset Streets,
sidering that
remedies,
and that the Sabattus team lias been have used many different
Twentieth Century Club plans soon tc
SAY F. A. BHUBTLKFF & CO.
an
of
age
own am nearly fifty-one years
î
occupy its new building in Joy Street,
playing two years, and was ontheitsresult
for a moment of the extr
Think
ind
from
deal
have suffered a great
delightful evening.
short distance from the present location strain
ground, in a very small hall,
put upon the stomach in th
you
almost
eat
can
anything
is very satisfactory to Paris.
The plan of the Maine men is not tc Wintor. The hearty food, the late sup
gestion. I
Roc
At the regular
W.
Emoky,
now.—Gko.
old
to
the
two
of
Ramon want
This week Paris will play
bave a club-house like some
and outdoo
pers, and the lack of exercise
For sale by Shurtleff A Co
Lodge, K. of P., Jan- -'· »
at home, on Wednesday evening in New Mills, Ala.
established men's clubs—The Somerset life all weaken and strain the stomacb
No
hy U. D G. t
officers were
Store,
(
Drug
A.
tb<
C.
Paris;
Noyes
have
M.
Y.
to
South
Hall with the Lewiston
Union and others—but
laying the foundation for poor healt!
Fred A. Delano of Oxford.
Oxford.
rooms fitted up as a sort of rendezvoui
team, and Friday evening with Gould way; Jones Drug Store,
and suffering.
r î; _j. a. Little β·1''·
ii
now
Maine
of
natives
living
for
Academy.
Chronic stomach troubles, nervous ii
v*c.—C. M J»bn:W',,·
,1
heri
of
Chambe
visit
who
dose
those
a
and
Boston
Greater
When bilious try
and eerious bowel and kidne
; ritability,
at
urM
Tablets
Liver
and
Stomach
Iain's
occasionally.
Business Notices.
diseases have often dated from a wee
realize for once how quickly a first-clai
Nearly everj
of extra "good living."
di
,
M otW.-H. V H»u.inon«».
DO NOT SUPPRESS A COUGH.
up-to-date medicine will correct the
! one is bothered with more or less heac
y.rtA-O. κ Klpksy.
Odd Trousers cut from 25 to 75 cent) order. For sale by Shurtleff Λ Ce
furred
t<
>
tongm
and
backaches,
aches
i; —A. L· ^
When you bave a cough do not try
at the Blue Stores.
South Paris; Jones Drugstore, Oxfon
hacking cough
but remove the cause. Th< > poor appetite, dry,
it,
suppress
ι Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
the eyes, dizz
Winter overcoats marked down,
cough is only a symptom of some disease • heartburn, spots before
lack c
and the disease is what you should cure ness or vertigo, sleeplessness,
to $4, at F. H. Noyes Co.
»
weal
» ·
then tbe cough will stop of itself. Tb< > energy, loss of flesh or a general
Health and Pleasure Combined.
Chance to buy a fur coat cheap. Cal 1
cause of coughing is ι ι tired feeling.
common
most
see them at the F. H. N'oyes Co.'s.
The "St. Catharines Well," in tl
Now is the time when Mi-o-na is neec
I aud
cold. Anodynes will promptly suppres i
is a Mecca for healt
ed to repair the ravages and wastes th
containinj
and
the
I Let us show you our new line of eus Niagara peninsula,
preparations
cough,
and pleasure seekers. The eoviroomei
has caused i
torn tailoring samples. F. H. Noyee Co
chloroform, opium, etc., are used to f hearty eating of Winter
is a beautiful rolling country—the fru
^
not cure ι ι the stomach and digestive system. Th!
do
but
*ω
that
it
they
purpose,
Although
Have your old suit or overcoat fixe< region of Canada. Nature has distribu
* icold. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy οι > is the only known agent that strengthen
the winter, a Ρ*^Τ «
F ed ber
gifts here with a lavish hand, ai the other hand does not suppress tb i the stomach and digestive organs, s
Wedne t- up. We are doctors for old clothes.
aembled at the
healii
the
as a crowning gift bestowed
the n. »· H. Noyes Co.
frot t they can and will readily digest whatevc
cough, but relieves it by removingwhic1
day evening ,or ^he
He
waters of "St. Catharines Well."
A Mi-o-na tablet take
food is eaten.
cbeebro. and h
the throat and lungs tbe mucus
man
pastor. Rev- J·
business
•
brain-wearied
America]
can the
A project is afloat among the
attendanc >.
obstrocted the breathing, and allayin, I before each meal will remove all Irriti
family. An ore beet
ideal
an
find
woman
pla
a
con
subscribe
to
d
tired
society
residents of Paris
leu delude
tion, inflammation and congestion in tb
tbe irritation and tickling in the tbroal
and a
>
Mineral salt batb
effect
uf Provident >. siderable sum to purchase the handsomi to recuperate.
and
secretions
organs, and so strengthen thei
the
digestive
It
also
vocal solos by Mrsi.
admin!
opens
a
^
Wheeler, an d residence of the duchess of Gramont οι ι massage, electricity, skillfully
cures tbe col ] that they will extract from the food
and
permanently
R !.. »d
ually
it
re
it to th< > tered, tone the jaded nerves. Diet,
that goes to make good rich blood, firi
as well as the cough. For sale by Shur!
b, tb. «*· « the Avenue Hoc-he, and present
instrumental ee
the
systei
the use ο f and exercise reinvigorate
Uaey crackei « United States government for
leff A Co., South Paris; Jones Dru I muscle, and a sound, hell thy body.
I)ean. Ice cream
It is understooi I Sun parlors, roof promenade, librar
wc I- the American embassy.
wa*
b
This remarkable remedy coats but { 0|
Mr.
Oxford; Noyes Drugstore, Noi
were
Store,
f
jr,
room, furnish opportunities
aociety t y that the projectors broached the move
cents, and if its use does not restore yot
corned to the
*»y.
:e
distan
frate r- ment to Washington, where it was favoi ; health or amusement. Long
full vigor, vitality, and health, F. i
Deacon George B. Crockett, and
ο
'phone in each room gives ready coi a& Co., one of the best know
by Rev. 1 1· ably considered. The duchess is one
nal «reeling» were
those who have waited for tb β Shurtleff
to
All
home.
i
with
Apply
residence
her
and
munication
d
your
».
will refnn
the Kothschilds
church ai
their innings noi r drug firms in this section,
have
down
sale
ik
mark
Grand
Trui
T.
wa
ι
Λ
P.
It
Paris.
G.
in
T.
iΟ.
handsomest
Bell,
the
like th
tho Co
among
Deacon Alfred a. J·»Read the! r your money. Unbounded faith
wa » Railway System, Montreal, for forth Br at F. H. Noyes Co.'s stores.
he
while
Reld
ο
Whitelaw
C'h«»hi
occupied by
deserves your confidence.
««rational church. Ke
ad.
minister to France.
particulars.

%TS-r. f»«r|
UJ^TT

have a larger line than ever and have tried to make this a money, saving sale for yoU*
The greater part of
have succeeded you may say after you have seen our line and gotten prices.
new
have
We
several
odd
lots that we have marked
our line is fresh from the manufacturers, many
styles.
down to close out. Below are a few styles and prices from our large stock.
This

How well

—

our summer

a>ked to take the .'Λ· car a»
ing of their lodge is at .·«>·

JANUARY

WANTED.

Hebron Orange.

NORWAY.

The Brown Tall Moth.

I

gkand think hailwat.

Commencing December 4,IW4.
LEAVE

Mies Mary Rideont of Aubnrn is.
t|
guest at Ε. X. Haskell's.

HHCRTLKFF

*

CO.

A LOW PRICE

AN OLD MAN'S TRIBUTE

ON

Aa Ohio Fruit Raiser, 78 Years Old,
Cured of a Terrible Case After Tee
Years of Suffering.

—

—

Wool Carpets
ro

and clean

close out odd patterns

up stock-

Chas. F, Ridlon,

When

suffering daily

years*
ing.

\ handsomely illustrated woekly. I nnreet circulation '( ar* scient ale Journal. Terme, f3 A
«tar; fou* month·, $L Sold by all newsdealer·.

& Co.36,Bro^·' New York
1NUNN
Branch CXBe·. 636 V Ht- Waahluifton. D. C.

stand-

NUT

These

idd one-half pound

were essevere

hardly straighten

The aching was bad in the
my back.
daytime, but just as bad at night, aud I
I was
was always lame in the morning.
bothered with rheumatic pains and dropsical swelling of the feet. The uriuary
passages were painful, and the secretions
were discolored aud so free that often
I had to ruse at night. I felt tired all
day. Half a box served to relieve me,
and three boxes effected a permanent

LEMONS

A FREE TRIAL of this great kidney
medicine which cured Mr. Justus will
be mailed ou application to any part of
the United States. Address Foster-Mil·
Sold by all
burn Co.. Ruffulo, X. Y.

dealers; price, fifty cents per box.

*

name of a wry useful invention shown
In No. 1.

43."».—Subtraction*.
[Subtract one letter from the first word
guessed to form the second word.]
α trick,
to serve the
'Twas
And yet it was repeated;
knew
of the
▲
At once thut he'd been cheated.
\u.

For quick relief from Biliousness,
Sick Headache, Torpid Uver, Jaundice, Dizziness, and all troubles arising from an inactive or sluggish liver,
DeWltt's Little Early Risers are un-

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Fine
A

One to two act

and absolutely
They tonic the liver.

harmless.

Supplies.

Ν. H.

Berlin,
Catalogues

sent on

1

by Γ. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

Licensed Taxidermist, j
MASONIO BLOCK,

Telephone

NORWAY.

Connection.

EN

SURPRISE.

slightly.

quick

cream

The
oven to brown
will not melt because the wood
both act as non-conductors

»nd meringue
of the heat.

yourself

when

taking

Little

For

PoIHs

How a Cat Tooled the Cow

Kodol Dyapepaia Cure.

warm

water.

After

taking

two

pails.

llie milk that stood there

of Kodol Dyapepaia Cure ahe waa entire- When the milk wae so low that she
ly cured. She now eata heartily and ia could not reach it she would'dellberin good health. I am glad to aay Kodol
the pall and then lap the
gave me instant relief." Sold by F. A. utely upset
Shurtieff & Co.
milk from the ground.
"What are you doing there?" cried
"And was your husband kind to you
Mrs. Cow one day wheu she found the
during your illneaa?" aaked the Inquialcat taking his daily midday meal of
tive woman of her seamstress.
"Just as kind as could be, ma'am," milk.
was the reply.
"He waa more like a
"Don't you know who I am?" cried
friend than a husband, ma'am."
Ihe cat. In mock surprise.
"Of course I know who you are," reTONIC TO THE SYSTEM.
For liver troubles and conatipation
tbere is nothing better than DeWitt'a
Little Early Risers, the famous little
Pills. They do not weaken the atomach.
Their action upon the ayatem ia mild,

plied

Mrs. Cow.

"You are the cat."

pleasure that I can give
for the True 'L. F.'
testimonial
my
you
For forty years It
Bitters.
Atwood's
has been our family
"It is with

/or

Medicine
Forty Years—
For All Troubles

has hern
The Kind Yon Have Always Bought» and which
the
of
borne
has
signature
30
over
years»
in use for
and has been made under his pereonal supervision since its infancy.
'-cotcAlM Allowno one todeceive you in tliis.
"
are but
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Just-as-good"
lirait h of
the
and
endanger
with
trifle
that

gg»*

—

Fwrmington,

H. IVais,

Jchn

Me.

Experiments

Dyspepsie Heart burn, Sick Kc^'scbc, c.d ΛΓ1 Fors»

Infant*

•f Ingestion and Mal-AîilmUattoe are Cored by
the Tn»"LF." KeeeJse

Eastern Steamship Company.
Kia'eroome,

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, and India Wha»f, Boston,

except Sunday,

daily

Freight

rates

other lines.

J.

at

always

7

F. LISCOMB,

low

asl

Bears the

Portland, Me.

Tie Kind You Hare Always Bought

Picture Frames

In Use For Over 30 Years.

and Pictures,

and I have a perfect right here."
"Then I muse be growing blind," said
the cow. "There is only one calf In
this dairy, and you do not look any-

Tmc ourraun

Mats, Mirrors

thing like hint to me."
"That is because your eyesight is so
with a
very poor." replied the cat,
chuckle. "I au the calf, but you cannot see well enough to recognize me."
"It is very strange," mused the cow.
"But then I guess I'm getting old and
am not able to see as well as I could

&.
High

G ade Portrait Work

Jeweler and Graduate

L. M. TUFTS,

FOR ONE YEAR

CATARRH

THE NEW HOME SEWING MACHINE COMPANY

ORANûC, MASS.
Many Sewing Machines are made to sell regard·
"
Sfw Home" is madi
less of quality, but the

to

Our guaranty never runs out
We make Sewing Machines to suit all condition!
wear.

ofthetrade. The " Xew Hoiae*' stands at the
bead of all HiKh-crndr family sewing machine·
Hold by MuttiorUoU dealer· only·

NORWAY, MAINE.

Hobba'

Soap=Making
with

pulverized.

"I ho r*ecn Lhtaiul

Kui-arti"·.

Γη..

Ru.itoO. Mim

FOR SALE.
single horse
Pung top.

Set of
new.

limited amount of 54 inch Pine
Bolts.
Also four foot White Birch

:md hard wood bolts.
Same to be delivered at
mill.

ney's

sleds.

GEORGE H. D.WIS,
South Pari·.

]

A Ken-

Co.,j

South Paris, Maine.

Kodol

Dyspepsia

Digests

Cure

what you eat.

A. W. Walker & Son,
Dealers in

ICE, COAL,

LIME, CEMENT)
—

Nearly

J.

The Mason Manufacturing

Works. i'biiaJclpbla
·*·

|

a

To make the very best soap, simply
r l.ye in cold
dissolve a can cf 2i<:nn.
the
water, mc!t 5 '£ lbs. of ijrease. pour
Lve water in the jjrease. Stir and pat
aside to set.
Full Direct lee· on Every Package
The can
Banner 1 ye is
closcd at will, permay be opened and
at a
mitting the u.e of a small quantity in
It is just the article needed
time.
It will clean painf.
every liouj-hokl.
floors, mr.rl le and tile work, soften water,
disinfect sinks, clouts and wa^te pipe·
"i 'j. s cf Βλκκ*
Write for

ALSO

—

AS
GOOD

who is interested in the news of
Paris and Oxford County Hhouhl

Weekly Newspaper

in touch w.tli the
doings of his neighbors, and ail
items of interest to himself and

DAILY

a|

Papers One Year for $2.25.

NEWSPAPER.

j

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address ou a postal card to THE NEW· I
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will
bring you a free sample copy.

[

WOOD ASHES FOR

SALE)

In any quantity desired.

CAR

LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

Wheeler,

..

family

The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Me.,
admirably
J

will
wants

forconnty

welcome

a

L1

supply
news

visitor

your
and 1prove

in

household.

every

w τ

<

to give him the experience of
advanced
the
others in all
and
improvements
methods
wh|ch are an inva|uabIo aicl m
securing the largest possible
with
profit» from the farm, and
special matter for every member of his family.

The New-York
Tribune Farmer,
~

^

1,081 yOU ?ve,ry wfek
a'l
ΓΠΙ
of
important agricultural topics
°n

dayt an,j ehow you how to
make money from the farm.

Any person sending

us

the

secure
money with the order can
the Democrat and Tribune Farmer

One Year For $1.75.

CUT THIS OUT—SEND TO-DAY
£O

°

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT,
South Paris,

Maine.

Gentlemen:—Inclosed you will find $1.75 for which
to the address below The Oxford
you will please send
Year:
Democrat and New-York Tribune Farmer for One
Send Democrat

to.

Send Farmer to.

—

J—

If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close touch
with all important newt» of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only 91.50 per year, but you can secure it with
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

A

W. J.

keep him
,

NEEDS

Hl'gh-ClaSS
Agricultural Weekly
A
a

a

Good Local

Signed

ELIXIR

South Paris, Maine.

in a metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost as
good as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carrie»
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.

AS

—

Farmer

Farmer

to

-

Up=to=Date

Wide=Awake

subscribe for

FOR

Every

Every

TRUES

Cement sidewalks made in iS and
24 inch squares for $1.00 per square
yard. Cement steps made to order.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST

[

—

Ali kinds of soft wood lumber and

BANNER LYE

1" ·■>·!«»

Variety Ntort Co., Agent·,
Norway, Maine.

WANTED !

Easy and Quickl

Jy-* —free.

nice trades in second
hand instruments.

Before You Purchase Any Other Write

new νο«κ err*.

$1.75

-

Balm]

large stock of
Pianos and Organs, and have

Optician.

rracn,

The Ν. Y. Tribune Farmer

A NIGHT ALARM.
Worse than an alarm of Are at night is
SOUTH PARIS.
Nichols St..
the second 10, and so on, diminishing
the braasy cough of croup, which Bounds
regularly to 1, and theu Increasing
it
and
death
knell
like the children's
regularly to 11. The first and last
τπ"
means death unless something is done
word is "educational."
Honey and Tar never well.
Ε η r
Foley's
REN
quickly.
"The cause of education," resumed
fails to give instant relief and quickly
"Well, what do you think of that?"
Mrs.
cure» the worst forms of croup.
grandfather, "ever progresses under
exclaimed.
give
able representatives; hence I recomP. L. Cordier, of Mannington,
Ky., she
For a full minute she stood there and Malefaction
writes: "My three-year-old girl had a
well
informed, enterprising,
mend
it all over, and then she sudsevere case of croup; the doctor said she thought
straightforward representatives who
threw her head down und caught
a bottle of Foley's
I
live.
not
denly
could
got
FOR COFFEE ICE CREAM.
favor prompt educational grants."
Cream
of her
Honey and Tar, the first dose gave Mr. Cat square on the tips
Use a little less milk and add a third
Give· Relief at once.
relief and eaved her life." Re- horns. In another instant the cat was
quick
Puaale.
No. 4US.—Prefix
of a cupful of strong, freshly-made fuse substitutes. F. A. Shurtieff & Co.
It cleanses, eoothee
tossed fifty feet Into the air clear over ami heals the diseased
Prefix to each word the same syllable coffee. For a caramel cream, put onehouse and Into membrane. It cures]
the
of
chicken
the
top
a
in
■'What is your idea of a strong-minded
of two letters and make the following half of a cupful of granulated sugar
ami
catarrh
drives]
side.
~—
a hornets' nest on the other
small frying pan over the fire, with suffi- woman?" she asked.
away a cold In the^r—
changes :
uew
that
of
out
he
until
time
and
cook
the
got
in
to
cient
water
moisten,
"One who can pass three days
By
Change a pace into part of the body.
brown in color. Add this to the another city and return home without trouble he had learned a good lessonChange to approach into annual re- light
protects the Membrane. Restores the Senses of |
vanilla custard. For a banana cream, purchasing a souvenir spoon," he re- never to try to deceive.—Atlanta Con- Taste
and Smell. Full Size, 50 cents, at l>rug·
ceipts.
add four bananas to each quart of cus- plied.
utllnflnn
friets or by mall. Trial size 10 cent·», bv mall.
ELY BROTHERS. 5ϋ Warren Street, New York.
Change obtained into u mass of tard; they must be crusted and rubbed
metal.
Exposure to a sudden climatic change
through a sieve before adding to the
Better Than a Shoehorn.
custard.
Change a sailor into a lodger.
produces cold in the head and catarrh is
"Here is something I learned from
Provided with Ely's
to follow.
apt
Change a street into an invasion.
FRUIT CUP.
ill)
Englishman I met while at η
Cream Balm you are armed againet Nasal
Change a quantity of paper into to
Prepare in a bowl a mixture of differ- Catarrh. Price 50 cents at Druggists or friend's house," said a lawyer. "The
nsk.
eut kinds of fruit, according to what is
Brothers, 56 Warren Street, Now house was in the suburbs, and we were
Change a religious denomination Into in season. Peaches, pineapple, bananas, Ely
will mail it. The Balm cures occupying the same room. I found I
York,
h small animal.
peeled and cut in email pieces; straw- without pain, does not irritate or cause had forgotten to bring η shoehorn and
to
into
Change a part of a church
berries, raspberries, and currants, with sneezing. It spreads itself over an irri- asked the Knglishmau if he had one.
rouse.
stalks removed; grapes, seeded and tated and angry surface, relieving imhe said.
'Why don't
skinned. Mix with the fresh fruit some mediately the painful
inflammation, 'No. I haven't,'
Chance skill into whole.
new
a
towel?' I replied.
cauned cherries, and pour over all heated cleanses and cures. Cream Balm quick- you lise a towel?' Ά
me ehow you.
let
Here,
towel.
with
a
some
flavored
or
'Yes,
syrup
No. l.'Uh—Pronoun·.
grape juice,
ly cures the cold.
Take π corner of the towel, so; lay the
orange or lemon juice. Chill this on the
Find a pronoun In to issue.
Mifkins—Wasn't
with
Cause and Effect.
some
fill
ice.
fancy glasses
Partly
poiut In the heel of your shoe, so; put some
Find a pronouu in to fancy.
the mixture and serve on the top of each Benedict's death rather sudden and unfo'>t in as far as It will go, right
sincere.
in
your
Find a pronoun
a spoonful of sherbet or ice cream.
expected?
Now, grab the
011 top of the towel.
it was sudden, but not
Bifkins—Well,
See how easy
on It
NUT MACAROONS.
Soch s Girl!
His wife bad towel and pull up
necessarily
unexpected.
I have one Colonial Style, raahogany
It's better than a
There was a young woman named Maggie
your foot slides in?
Shell, chop and pound to a paste a juet graduated from a cooking school.
"
c;use, Pease piano, 7} octave, almost new,
Who fondled a dog that was shaggie.
of English walnuts, measured
shoehorn.'
cupful
for $185.
She couldn't stand men.
Have you indigestion, constipation,
after shelling. Beat to a stiff froth the
Especially when
One walnut case Poole piano, almost |
backache, kidney trouble?
whites of two eggs and lightly mix in headache,
Palrlnβ In Parliament.
The knees of the trousers were baggie.
for $900, worth |250.
with them four ounces of powdered Holiister's Rocky Mountain Tea will
The custom of pairing is quite un- new,
well. If it fails get your
One second hand Ivcrs & Pond piano, |
itsugar and the powdered nuts. Drop on make you
of
forms
the
to
parliament
Key to the Puilw.
known
sheets of paper in tiny heaps about the money back. That's (air. Tea or tabwalnut case, for $950, worth $300.
Happy
No. 422.—Jumble: January.
self. Any mention of it within either
size of a quarter. Bake very gradually let form. 35 cents. Orin Steven·; F.
I have a nice oak case organ at Rum-1
of
out
be
would
altogether
New Year.
chamber
in a slack oven until they begin to color. Ά. Shurtleff A Co.
ford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a
Clare-t. While still warm stick them
Curtailments:
423.
No.
order, but there is α pleasant fiction
together in
çreat trade.
SPEEDY RELIEF.
Dlm-e. Hug-e.
that It Is a purely private arrangement
pairs with a little white of egg. Any
One second Land Estey organ at South
No. 421.—Double Acrostic: Primais— kind of nuts may be used.
A salve that heals without a scar is to be made at the discretion of those
Hazel Salve. No remedy concerned. This Is true enough to α Paris, almost new, for $3*.
Witch
DeWitt'e
S. Finals—New Year. Crosswords—1.
SPONGE.
PINEAPPLE
effects such speedy relief. It draws out limited extent and for α short time,
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
Soon. 2. Shoe. 3. Show. 4. Slay. 5.
Soak one package of gelatine in as lit- inflammation, soothes, cools and heals
for $45.
Safe. ti. Sofa. 7. Scar.
but pairing on any great party division ■«tops, in nice condition,
tle water as possible. After it has dis- all
sure
cure
A
bruises.
and
cuts, burns
and a
One second hand Dyer <& Hughes, six
No. 425.—Addition: Ilum-or.
solved add to it a boiling syrup, made by for Piles and skin diseases. DeWitt'a is cannot be lightly carried out,
such a octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
No. 420.—Riddle: Stall.
using one cup of water and one cup of the only genuine Witch Hazel Salve. member who desires to pair at
cost $125, for $65.
No. 427.—Arithmetical Puzzle: 1324- sugar. Stir this well and add one can of Beware of counterfeits, they are danger- time will find that this can only be that
One second hand square piano, η nice |
M*=231. 204+19S=402. 390+297=096. shredded pineapple. Place this on ice ous. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
done safely through the whips and not
for $115, worth $140.
and when it begins to thicken stir in one
No. 428.—A lliuiless Wheel:
at all unless some really good reason one,
pint of whipped cream (whipped until
An Easy Choice.
Weary Woggles— can be given for absence. London
9
SEND
FOR CATALOGUES.
thick), and pour into a mold which will De eye doctor told me I'd have to give Times.
10
κ
16
cut in
served
When
a
brick
shape.
blind.
or
give
booze
X
L
Β
go
up
slices as one cute brick ice cream.
Slothful Joe—Dat's hard luck. What
UFA
Gngllih Superstition·.
him?
tell
did
8
β
Ρ
CAKE.
you
WUITE FRUIT
ΒΠΧ'Ν«β BLOCK.
At Dawlieh, in Devonshire, England,
I'd
I
»
guessed
Ν
Woggles—Dat
Weary
a
Stir together one cupful of sugar and
Τ» nlttr
they ring the church bell during a
seen everything.
Β
Κ
one-half a cupful of butter. Beat until
thunderstorm to scare away the light2
8
very light the whites of four eggs and
3d r ο ο ρ II
15τ ο ο κ τ7
Foley's Honey and Tar is best for ning. Lancashire agricultural labormix with the sugar and butter, then add
β
4
ers credit certain of their fellows with
croup and whooping cough, contains no
one cupful of stoned and chopped raisins,
5
Careful
ι
and cures quickly.
At
α
power to cast good and evil spells.
and one-half of a cupful of citron, cut in opiates,
A.
house.—F.
in
the
Β
it
C
mothers keep
L
Dunstable men carry a live snail in α
small shavings and rolled in flour. Stir
6
Κ
ά
Co.
I
Shurtleff
two teaepoonfuls of
baking powder
pill box to ward off toothache, eat
U
Ο
Β
rural lad)—Now, my boy, stewed earthworms as a cure for JaunHuudredsof children and adults have
through two cupfuls of flour. After
Κ
W
(to
Squire
I
worms, but are tivuted furotherdlsease*.
adding to the mixture one cupful of tell me how do you know an old part- dice iiud fried mouse for whooping
12
d
14
The symptoms are:—Indigestion, with »
sweet milk, stir in the flour and bake in
varlablenppetile : foul tongue; offensive
ridge from a young one.
13
cough and cherish all the old superstibri-.-ith; Imrd und full belly with occaa moderate oven.
Boy—By the teeth, sir.
tions as to the dead which made MerPtrazle:
429.
bionalgrlplngsand puinsahoullhenavel;
No.
Shakespearean
know
to
You
ought
Noneenee, boy.
PEACH MOUSSE.
ryes heavy and «lull ; Itching of the mise;
rie England sad.
Wedding is rivat Juno's crown.
short, dry couch : grinding of the teeth ;
better. A partridge hasn't got
any
starting during Bleep; Blow fever; aud
To one pint of whipped cream add
No. 430.—Concealed Word Square:
teeth."
often In children, convulsions.
of sugar and one can of
Do Your Share.
Carom. Aroma. Roved. Omega. Mad- one cupful
No, sir; but I have.
A little thought will show you how
peaches cut into very small pieces. Disnu.
solve one-quarter of a box of gelatine in
Mothers can safely give Foley's Honey vastly your own happiness depends on
No. 431.—Fable With Anagrams: The
as little water as possible, and add to and Tar to their children for coughs and
the way other people bear themeekee
Archer and the Lion. Was. Mountain. the other
ingredients, beating it very oolds, for it contains no opiates or other toward you. Turn the idea around and
AnConsternation.
Among.
Approach.
F. A. Shurtleff <k Co.
thoroughly. Put in a mold and pack in
e best worm remedy made. It has
remember that just so much are you
Messenger. salt ana ice for two and one-half hours. poisons.
Alone.
imals.
been in use since 1N51. Is purely vegeStop.
or the misery of
harmless and effectual. Where
to
the
table,
pleasure
in
ball
attire.
adding
Side.
Shot.
She was magnificent
Somewhat.
Smarting, Cut and serve as ice cream.
no worms are present 11 nets asaTonlc,
what right sir, do you tell me I other people's days. And this is the
and corrects the condition of the mu"By
Pain. Thickets. Courage. Nay. PerRABBIT.
DI0EST1ULE WELSH
cous membrane ot the stomiu'li and
shall not'wear this gown?" she demand- half of the matter which you can conPower,
suade.
Messenger.
Sharp.
bowels. A positive cure lor ConstipaPut into the pan one tablespoonful of ed with flashing eyes."
tion and Biliousness, and a valuable
trol.—George 8. Merrlam.
Who.
remedy In all the common complaints
butter, less than one-half of a teaspoon"Before we were married, your old
For*
of children, l'rlce J5 cts. Asie your
No. 432.—Curtailments: Tln-y.
ful of salt and paprika, one-half of a tea- father asked me if I could keep you in
Suspicion.
druggist lor it.
Diaqaletlnar
be
Dr. J. F. TBDK Ac CO., Anburn. Me.
age.
clothes and I assured him I could," respoonful of dry mustard. This must
"Do you enjoy your wife's teas and
Spcciul trcaiiuculfirTapc Wcrtu». I'rre I'uiiijthlct.
stirred constantly and when very hot put
plied he, and he met her look of high receptions?"
COUGHS AND COLDS.
cut
into
of
cheese
a
in half of
pound
defiance with a look of steady determinaAll coughs, colds and pulmonary com-1 small
"No." answered Mr. Cumrox, "to be
pieces. If when this gradually tion.
plaints that are curable are quickly cured [ melts it seems too thick, thin it. If you
candid. I do not. I can't help harborby One Minute Cough Cure. Clears the prefer the rabbit creamy instead of
Foley's Honey and Tar cures the lng a suspicion that If I didn't happen
phlegm, draws out inflammation and stringy, add one beaten egg just before cough caused by an attack of the grippe. to be her husband Mrs. Cumrox
heals and soothes the affected parts,
.-us
FOR
serving. Pour this over toast or flat It heals the lungs. F. A. Shurtleff & Co. wouldn't consider me of sufficient sostrengthens the lungs, wards off pneu- crackers.
invited."—Washto
be
cial
consequence
monia. Harmless and pleasant to take.
Josiah Quincy, of Boston, tells of how
CREAMED OYSTERS AND CELERY.
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
he was once Identified by a laborer who ington Star.
"That is
Cook one pint of oysters in their own was enlightening a friend.
318ERNEST M. M1LLETT,
First Bather—Does Mabel know how I
Taet.
liquor until they are plump. Strain off Josiah Quincy," said the first laborer.
No.
South Paris.
to swim?
34 High St.,
it
add
to
so
and
demanded
ever
the oyster liquor
enough "An' who is Josiah Quincy?"
George (nervously)—I'd like
Second Bather—No, you can't learn to | thin cream to make one and one-half
the other. "Don't ye know who Josiah much to marry you, Kitty, but I dont
swim in sand.
cupfule. Melt three tablespoonfuls of Quincy is?" demanded the first man. know how to propose. Kitty (promptly
butter, adding five tablespoonfuls of "I niver saw suoh ignorance. Why, he's and practically)
Supposing you're busted—haven't
That's all
right,
flour and stirring to a paste. Pour the the grandson of the statue out there in
dime,
George. You've finished with me; now
this and beat until creamy. the yard."
into
isn't
a
serious
crime:
liquid
Getting poor
go to papa.
Put on a bold front, work with all your I Season with salt and pepper. Add the
on the fire
and
this
to
place
oysters
M
to
ether·.
and more answered our extensive newspaper
might,
Important
Expected.
You're sure to win by taking Rocky; again, and bring just to the boiling point,
last year.
Bitnrina canfoQy «vary bottl· of CA8TORIA,
advertising
to
I
am
sorry
when remove and pour over buttered
Landlady—The coffee,
Mountain Tea at night.
In Maine alone we sold 280 farms during'04.
a tete sod nn iniiy for lnfaats and ehlldno,
toast. Sprinkle finely chopped celery
Orin Stevens; F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
sny. Is exhausted, Mr. Smith. Mr.
If you want to sell, write today for our free
and mc that It
thickly over it all.
Smith—Ah, yee, poor thing, I was ex- farm description blanks.
Mabel—And did your grandfather live
We require no payment in advance.
rcctlng that. I've noticed that for some
T.!DBIT TO SERVE WITH A SALAD.
to a green old age?
We use our own money toad vertise your prop·
time It hasn't been strong.
Jack—Well, I should say so! He was! Mold into a ball with yoar hands a
erty. We sell stores, mills, shops and hotels too.
la Um For Over SO Yaara.
swindled three times after he was seven- ] large teaspoonful of some rich, soft
The Bad Te· Bars Always Boogkt.
No one who has not a complete
American cheese, and press one-half of
ty·
Place
an English walnut on either side.
knowledge of himself will ever have a ISO Ν·μ·ιι8Ι., N.V. Τremont Temple, BOSTON. I
Kidney complaint kills more people one of these balls and an olive beside the
Edyth—Tom has asked me to marry true understanding of another.—Nothan any other disease. This is due to salad on the plate.
A (enta.
him. Would you accept?
vails.
W. O. FROTH INGHAM, South Parte, D. M.|
the disease being so insidious that it
not—er—that is. I
GOOD CAKE.
Mayme—Certainly
Kind Word*.
FRENCH, Norway.
gets a good hold on the system before it
didn't when be proposed to me last
Cream together one pound of sugar
is recognized.
Foley's Kidney Core
A word of kindness is seldom spoken
oourse you can do as you
of
bat
week,
and
then
of
ounces
butter,
will prevent the development of fatal with seven
In vain, while witty sayings are as
Take two like.
disease if taken in time. F. A. Shurtleff | add two well-beaten eggs.
lost as the pearls slipping froa
easily
mix
and
bread
is
conto
reanlt
of
are
dough
Winter
<& Co.
light
apt
pounds
oougbs
all thoroughly together. Flavor with a sumption if deflected. They can be a broken stream.—Prentice.
"Your wife says that new gown of little ground mace, one-half of a nutmeg soon broken up by using Foley'· Honey
GRADUATE OPTICIAN.|
hers cost her 165."
A Foreoaat.
and one teaspoonful of vanilla. Put a and Tar. F. A. Shurtleff ά Co.
isn't
·ο."
of
"That
thin layer of eake over the bottom
She—Dearest, we'll have a lot to con"No r
each tin, then spread over it thin tlioea
Judge Knox—Ephraim, what do you tend with when we are married. He
oharaoter?
witness'
it
me
that
sum."
the
cost
know
of
of citron and seeded raisins, continuing
"No;
previous
we'll have each other.
South Parle, Maine.
this w«j with dough ana
Ephraim—Jedge, ye' honah, it am un- (absently)—Yes;
Jennie Stitzer, Omaha—"I have gained to alternate
Wisconsin.
—Milwaukee
aah.
threeis
not
bleacbtble,
fruit until the pan
quite
in
two
months.
Noththirty-five pound·
full. Have the fruit laver at
ing did me good until I used Hollister's tie
The moat reliable préparation for
He alone has energy who oannot to
The cake most rise half an
Rooky Mountain Tea." A blessing to hourtop.
on the market is Foley's
it
A mod* kidney trouble·
la
then
And
in
the
tin·
put
deprived of It—Lavate*
r. A.
Orin
women.

Ely's

murmv

ΔΙΜΠ

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

But one· -Jay while the cut was drinkwho
ing und the cow was looking
should come in but the calf himself!
And then didn't the old cow look!
She looked the calf over well, and then
sin? turned and looked the cat over

tt

The Oxford Democrat

Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.
in

when 1 was younger."
So the cat continued to drink the

company,

ATTENTION FARMERS!

Mouldings s,'L

I have

HILLS,

of

Signature

Agent,

iMfck&J'.,SCOLD 'iv HEAD

Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hemlock and Poplar, delivered on can, at
any R. K. Station from Pownal to Bethel,
the comini; vear.
E. W. PEN LEY, West Paris.
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
May 30, 1904.

ALWAYS

Franklin Wharf,

■

WANTED.

CASTORIA

GENUINE

p. m.
as

Children—Experience against Experiment.

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare·
It is Pleasant. It
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups* nor other Narcotic
contains neither Opium, Morphine
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worm*
and Wind
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
natural sleep.
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.

$1.00.
91.00

....

and

What is CASTORIA

REDUCED RATES.

and make me sick in the stomach and
cured me. DeWit's Little Early
Risers proved to be the long sought relief. They are simply perfect." Peraona
traveling And Little Early Riaers the
most reliable remedy to carry with them.
Sold by F. A. Shurtieff &. Co.

made from cooked custard. If a
richer cream is desired more cream may
be added and less milk. The ingredients
arc one pint of milk, one pint of cream,
one cupful of sugar, the yolks of six
eggs and flavoring as desired. Bring the
milk to the boiling point, and gradually
add to it the beaten yolks which have
been mixed with the sugar. Cook until
the mixture coats the spoon. Take from
the fire, strain, and when cold add the
cream and flavoring and freeze.

indigestion

liver,

sr>d biliousness and all
ArUlnq from a ailments arising from
disordered stomach
and bowels. It surely
Mr and Mrs.
has no eçual for us."

Portlnnd to Boston,

never

cream

medkinc for headache·

torpid

Portland Division.

pleasant and harmless. Bob Moore, of
LaFayette, Ind., aaya: "No uae talking,
DeWitt'a Little Early Riaera do their
work. All other pills I have used gripe

Willie—I met our new minister on my
way to Sunday School, mamma, and he
asked me if I ever played marbles on

Tin True "L F." Medicine

milk, and every day would come back
Sunday.
Λ OOOI> PLAIN ICE CREAM.
Mother—H'm! And what did you say r.nd get more, while the old cow lookThis is a good and useful recipe for to that?
ed on and wished she had a pair of
Willie—I said, "Get thee behind me,
making a foundation cream to serve as a
like the dairymaid's father
basis for many varieties by means of Satan!" and walked right off and left spectacles
always wore.
a
French him.
different flavorings. It is

4»7.—Revised Sentence.
The following sentence must be revised so that it will consist of 21
words, the tirst containing 11 letter»,

J. WALDO NASH,

application.

ι

No.

PREPARED ONLY IT

Records, Blanks, Horns, and

Diagonal.

5. A narrative.

E. C. D*Witt & Co., Chicago
SoUl

We pay for truthful words.

upper corner means kinds.
Crosswords: 1. Careful efforts. 2. A
large hall. 3. Jovial. 4. Beginning.

as a

purely vegetable

say.

Diagonal from left hand upper corner means to ward off; from right hand

mild laxative; two or four act as a
pleasant and effective cathartic. They
are

so our

Don't always make fine birds;
and ço no
proverb
No. 43U.-Uualilr

equalled.
They act promptly and never gripe.
They are so dainty that it Is a pleasure
to take them.

—

—

don't have to diet

This is a variety of cream not often over fifteen years. We tried a number
used, and to the uninitiated very much of doctors and spent over a thousand
jf a surprise. Mold the ice cream in a dollars without any relief. She was very
pyramid or turn it direct from the freez- low and I lost all hope, when a friend
sr, whatever its shape may be. Just be- suggested trying Foley's Honey and Tar,
fore serving tiuie make a meringue with which I did; and thanks be to this
bhe whites of three eggs and three table- great remedy, it saved her life. She is
spoonful j of sugar. Turn out the cream stronger and enjoys better health than
We
jn a thin round sheet of sponge cake on she has ever known in teu years.
the serving plate. Cover it all over with shall never be without Foley's Honey
the meringue. Do not smooth it. Place and Tar and would ask those afflicted to
the dish on a piece of wood and put it in try it." F. A. Shurtieff & Co.

—

^

THE FAMOUS LITTLE PILLS.

βvea

Λο ΛοΙπ?*1 Story

Pound two ounces of blanched almonds
with twelve ounces of sugar. (If you
bave them, add one or two bitter almonds.) Rub these through a sieve and
uld to one quart of croam. Cut into
imall pieces and mix with the other in"Good intentions, you know, never
gredients four ounces of glace fruits. die," said the man who was fond of
Use any desired flavoring. Freeze. Cut
quoting things in his own way.
;lie tops from some large well ehaped
"Indeed?" replied the other. "Problemons. Scoop out the pulp, dry the
ably that would explain why they're so
inside, chill them thoroughly and fill seldom carried out."
sach one with the frozen cream. Replace top and tie with ribbon. Any kind A THOUSAND DOLLARS THROWN "WUAT DO TOU THINK OF THAT?" EX)f cream can be used as filling—vanilla,
CLAIMED THE COW.
AWAY.
lemon, chocolate, etc.
Mr. W. W. Baker, of Plainview, Neb.,
"Ha, ha. ha!" laughed the cat. "You
ICE CREAM EN SURPRISE.
writes: "My wife had lung trouble for arc altogether mistaken. I am α calf,

In this puzzle, adapted from St.
Nicholas, take one letter from No. 1,
one letter from No. 2, one letter from
No. 3, one letter from No. 4, one letter
from No. 3. one letter from No. 2, one
letter from No. β, one letter from No.
Γ>, oue letter from No. 1, and spell the

cure."

Risers
Early
Winchester,

W. H.

of blanched al-

nonds or walnuts (previously roasted in
:he oven) to the syrup and let them boil
ip once or twice. Ponr out on a marble
iliib and leave until cold; then pound
;he nuts with a pint of cream. Beat the
folks of ten eggs with a pint of milk,
ind cook together in a double boiler
intil thick enough to coat the spoon,
iavor with vanilla. -Remove from the
ire and add it to the ponnded nuts. Let
itand until cold, then strain and freeze.
$erve in fancy cases.

when stooping
lift anyto

I could

ICE CBEAM.

Cook one pound of sugar, just moistHied with water, to the "crack" stage,

the most severe
and
other pains in
the region of
the k i dnevs.

backache

thing, and often

Scicntific American.

well as the palate. There are many litJe paper cases of pretty shapes that can
ie bought at the confectioner's or per·
laps made at home. One can be nude
η the shape of a flower, another that of
t shell, which filled with nut ice cream
ind garnished with one-half of a nut ie
rery effective.

I suffered

pecially

NO MORE STOMACH TROUBLES.
All atomaoh trouble la removed by
It
the uaeof Kodol Dyapepaia Core.
the stomach perfect reat bj digeatg what yon eat without the atomach'a
aid. The food bullda up the body, the
reat restores the atomach to health. Y ou

J. D. Erakine,
of Allenrllle, Mich., aaya, "I Buffered
There wae once a very smart cat wbo !
One of the most acceptable kinds of
Heartburn and Stomach trouble for was very, very fond of milk, as all cats
refreshment at almost any entertain·
some time.
My alater-in-law haa had :re. Now, this cat was accustomed to
nent is an ice, in the form of cream or
the aame trouble and was not able to eat
iherbet. The ice can be served in many
himself to
for aiz weeks. 8he lived entirely on ςο Into the dairy and help
varied ways so as to delight the eye as
bottles
in the

484«—Illustrated Puaale.

5lo.

Evening Enter-

at

tainments.

•et to sunrise.
Initials name an eastern city.

Sidney Justus, fruit dealer, of Mentor,
Ohio, says : "1 was cured by Doan's
Kidney Pills of a severe case of kidney
trouble ο f
eight or ten

Sidney Jl'STl'8.

description may
1 η* a »k.eU!i
Anvone
an
çulckls esoertiin our opinion free whober
Ιητ«ιιΐΜ»η 1» probably p.nrntable. Γ< mmunlcaΙτπ>μΙιΙοιιΜ.·»1. Handbook on f'riteuts
Ml.ι fret, «.it'll ; »*eucf ior m-< u»:»* patent*.
Put en'* taken thr>mch >lunn Λ Co. n-cetTe
notic'. without cbarvo, in the

What to Serve
4S3.—<Jeo* ra ρ hlcnl Acroatlr.
1. A limb of a tree. 2. Fertile spot
fcu a desert. 8. Not weak. 4. A tenth
•f anything. 5. A precious stone of
changeable color. 6. Time from sunSo.

From backache, rheumatic pain.
Any ill of kidneys or bladder,
Turn to Doan'e Kidney Pills.
A cure endorsed by thousands.
Bead an old man's tribute.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

tareapondenoe on toplea of lntexeat to the ladite aoilcHed. Addreaa : Editor Ηομχκακμβη
COLuvx, Oxford Democrat, Parla. Mala·

torture

Sts.,'

Comer Main and Oanforth

HOMEMAKERi? COLUMN.

Shortleff A Go.

Papers may be sent

to diffe-ent

addresses if desired

QUAKER RANGE

—

Farm Hunters

eig^'of
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E.A.STR0UT FARM AGENCY,

All Work Warranted.

Stevens;

The

12,000

—

j

sickly

NOTE.

auartera

FOI£TOBOSEfi°M

Kidney Our·. V. A. Shurtleff A Go.
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The nickel rails in the
QUAKER MODEL are easy

to remove
on

as

they

are

without bolts.
50 CtS.

D°W" "d

50 CtS.

ι

put

Weak at

Variety Store, Norway.
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